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Jan Cohn Announces Resignation As Dean
BYAMYMCGILL
News Writer
Dean of Faculty, Dr. Jan
Cohn, announced her resigna-
tion as Dean, at the opening fac-
ulty meeting for the 1993-94 aca-
demic year.
Dean Cohn began her ca-
reer at Trinity College in 1987.
Cohn was appointed as Dean of
Faculty after being selected
through a national search com-
mittee made up of five Trinity
College faculty members.
Immediately prior to com-
ing to Trinity College, Dean
Cohn was at George Mason
University where she was the
Chair of the English Department
and a professor of English and
American studies.
She said that one of her ac-
complishments at George Ma-
son was to be, "...one of the cre-
ators and directors of the ex-
perimental general education
program funded-by the Com-
monwealth of Virginia. It just
had its 10th anniversary."
Dean Cohn's experience at
George Mason led her to be-
come Dean of Faculty at Trinity.
She described the Dean of Fac-
ulty position as one that, " in-
corporates aspects of three jobs,
and at some of our peer schools
there are at least two people
doing them."
At Trinity, the Dean of Fac-
ulty oversees all aspects of Fac-
ulty life, from hiring to promo-
tions and tenure. At some
schools this responsibility is
given to the position of Vice
President for academic affairs
who is generally in charge of all
curricular matters. A third as-
pect of the Dean of Faculty job is
to be in charge of the academic
budget,atmanyschoolstliistask
is given to a different position.
Regardingher responsibili-
ties as the Dean of Faculty Dean
Cohn said, "I think its one of the
strengths of Trinity that it is all
in one job so that these things
don'tbecome separate. The rea-
son I suppose it is possible to
survive is the wonderful sup-
port structure the office has, in
particular the two associate
deans."
Over the past seven years
as the Dean of Faculty Dean
Cohn said that she has seen an
increase in the diversification in
the faculty. In addition there
has been an enhancement and
increase in the number of inter-
disciplinary programs offered
at Trinity.
Cohn also said that there
hasbeen," a more self conscious
effort on the part of the faculty
to bring the academic and intel-
lectual aspect of Trinity life into
conjunction with residential and
social."
During hqr time at Trinity
and as Dean, Jan Cohn has also
been a student advisor and has
directed a number of senior the-
ses. After her resignation as
Dean of Faculty takes effect she
will continue to remain on the
faculty, teaching in the English
and American Studies pro-
grams. Dean Cohn will teach a
full load and be a regular full
time faculty member.
As a full time faculty mem-
please turn to page 5
Trinity Parents Welcomed
Students and Parents gathered for a beautiful day to enjoy the campus and sporting events.
BY CHRISTINA MANOS
News Writer
Trinity College held its an-
nual Parents Weekend this Oc-
tober 1-3. The campus swarmed
with parents— parents of new
students, eager to sample life at
Trinity, as well as parents of
Upperclass students, ready to
enjoy the football game and meet
up with old friends.
On Friday, parents were
given the opportunity to attend
classes with their sons or daugh-
ters. They also were giv<=n the
chance to attend workshops in
the afternoon. Dean Winer mod-
erated "The Trinity Experience,"
a discussion among students re-
garding their interests and ex-
periences at Trinity. Professors
Jack Chatfield and Renny Fulco
held a workshop entitled
"Homework Already? The
Freshman Seminar Program,"
which dealt with the purposes
and advantages of the freshman
seminar program.
Beyond the Elms: Tjrinity in
the City did not discuss gang
wars, but rather how Hartford
is an important aspect of life at
Trinity and the collaboration
between the city and the col-
lege. That evening, many lucky
students were taken out for el-
egant and warm meals by their
relatives.
Facijig North, a dance per-
formance, took place a t the Aus-
please turn to page 5
Dean Jan Cohn has announced that she will leave
her position as.Dean of Faculty to teach full time.
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Trinity students seem to
agree that campus race rela-
tions are not hostile; neverthe-
less, the absence of hostility
does not mean that they are
satisfied with the quality of in-
teraction between white and
minority students,
During twenty interviews
conducted with students, two
common perceptions of cam-
pus life emerged: race relations
at Trinity are hindered by a
lack of effort among students
to stray from the social atmo-
spheres that are most comfort-
able to them, and secondly,
Trinity students seem afraid to
confront and discuss issues of
race.
Many students inter-
viewed thought thaf separation
along racial lines is reinforced
when students arrive at Trinity
and are immediately drawn to
those who are similar to them-
selves. However, once students
have surrounded themselves
with people they are comfort-
able with, they often do not
attempt to meet people who
are not as obviously like them.
Angela Latina '94, presi-
dent of the Senior Class, said
that "separation is something
that is accepted, not challenged.
People fall into patterns and
just go with them."
One student, who did not
wish to be identified, said that
at Trinity "...it more or less
seems like people don't care,
don't think people make an ef-
fort." The campus was neither
racist nor progressive, he said,
but was "laid back" with re-
gard to issues of race.
Another student who also
wished to remain anonymous
echoed a similar sentiment;
"There isn't animosity' he said,
*but there's no concerted ef-
fort" to improve race relations.
David Jones '94, president
of the Pan African Alliance, said
that "to interact and get over
the conceptions we have of each
other takes work. People do
what comes easily, and that is
to associate with people who
are like them."
Andy Wang '94, president
of the Asian American Student
Alliance (ASIA), agreed with
Mr. Jones, and added "ethnicity
is the most obvious marker" of
similarity.
Although the students in-
please turn to page 4




Here Come The Whalers
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We at Around Trinity have
said itbefore, and we at Around
Trinity will say it again. Par-
ents' Weekend should be
changed to Family Weekend. No
muss, no fuss, 'nuff said.
"World" Party
Hats off to St. Anthony's
Hall for hosting a slammin'
party last Friday night. Live
entertainment was provided by
World, a tight and hot funk
band from NYC which noodled
and jammed to an appreciative
crowd. Around Trinity was not
surprised to see parents in at-
tendance, as it was Parents'
Weekend. Around Trinity was,
however, surprised that the
parents in attendance stayed.
Red, Empty
House
Almost as depressing as
1 Meatioaf's musica] comeback
was the Pike party in the Cave
IastSaturday night. Red House
played to a cavernous Cave,
devoid of many fans and, by
the end of the night, even of
any Pike brothers. We at
Around Trinity surmise that
poor attendance Was due in
part to Family Weekend, and
the traditional free dinner that
many students received from
relatives.
Late Returns
This weekend saw the re-
turn of Elmo Late Night. The
prevailing musical theme was
1970's disco, and a dab of
techno. A good time was had
by all in attendance.
Question:
Who were those women
spotted squatting in the AD
parking lot on Saturday Night?
An Around Trinity source spot-
ted several female partiers re-
lieving themselves behind a
Saab behind AD. Very classy.
Delivery
The Tripod won't be pub-
lishing again until October 26
because of Reading Week. Af-
ter our two week hiatus, we'll









'The Rise and Fall of the Inca
Empire"
Monday, November 1,1993
All lectures are free and take
place at 8:00 P.M. in the
McCook auditorium. A
reception follows at Gallows
Hill Bookstore.
"Living Without Stress"
Gail Hall, of the Biology
Department, will discuss the
causes of stress and how to
beat it. This presentation is
part of the Wellness Series
sponsored by the department
of biology, the Medical Office,
the Wellness Dorm, and the
Women's Center. The lecture
will take place tonight at 7:30
P.M. in the alumni lounge.
The Theater and Dance
Department presents Hi-ah
Park, a Korean mudang who
specializes in the art of
ecstatic otujal dance., Mi-ah
Park is the first woman to be
designated a Court Musician
in Korea. She has been
touring the United States,
Europe and Asia for nearly two
decades. Hi-ah Park brings
her avant-garde style to the
Trinity stage on Wednesday,
October 6th, at 8:00 P.M. The
performance will be free and in
the Goodwin auditorium of
Austin Arts Center.
Money, Money.....
Go see your friends make fools of
themselves at the MTV® Lip Service






































will celebrate its 30th
anniversary with a number of
exhibitions in the coming
months. A photographic
exhibition featuring the works
of Pulitzer Prize-winning
photojournalist, Moneta Sleet,
Jr., will be held October 31st
through December 10th, 1993.
There will also be an exhibition
displaying the works of CRTs
Eight Annual National Arts
Exhibition. The participants'
works can be viewed between
October 4th and October 22nd
at The Bushnell Gallery, Pump
House Gallery, or The
Legislative Office Building.
For further information call
John McNamara at 280-3131.
Classifieds
SPRING BREAK 7 Nights From $299
Includes: Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties
and More!
NASSAU PARADISE ISLAND CANCUN
JAMAICA SAN JUAN
















Campaign for the Environment.
full and part-time ,
CALL TODD: 233-7554
**FREE TRIPS & CASH!**
Call us and find out how hundreds of
students are already earning FREE
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with
America's #1 Spring Break
company! Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Panama, Daytona or Padre'
CALL NOW!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 328-SAVE or (G17) 424-8222
_SHIPJOBS1
otuaents needed' Earn $2000+
monthly. Summer/holidays/full time.
World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands, Casino Workers,
etc. No experience necessary.
CALL 602-680-4647, Ext. C147.
TRAVEL FREE!! SPRING BREAK!







SUN SPLASH TOURS 1-800-426-7710
GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST ONE
For your fraternities, sororities, & clubs
' Plus $1,000 for yourself!
And a FREE T-SHIRT iust for calling.
1-800-932-0528 Ext.75
WANTED: Hungry, intellectual type
Am easy to understand, love all
subjects. Ready day/night for quiet
study or gentle explorations. Meet r
in the campus bookstore. I'll be in a
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BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
News Writer ' ~~
On Wednesday, September 29th,
stunned Trinity faculty, members of the
class of 1991, and the family of Sandra
Chi, gathered to say their final good-
byes to a fine young woman. The sudden
death of twenty-four year old Sandra
Chi was especially heart-wrenching to
everyone who knew her, because she
was so close to finishing her education.
Ms. Chi was killed on Sunday, Septem-
ber 26th, 1993.
Sandra Chi was scheduled to gradu-
ate after the completion of her thesis in
1991. Troubled by the process of writing
her thesis and believing that she was
more energy than any other person I've
ever known. She was also always able to
turn the other cheek, that quality came
from her strong religious beliefs." Ms.
Lawrence mentioned that Sandra Chi
was also involved with the Trinity Chris-
tian Fellowship.
"There is so much to say about
Sandra. She had a lot to give. She was
always there as a friend for me," says
Carol Kim '94. "She was quick to laugh
and make people, whether they were her
friends or strangers feel more comfort-
able."
Dean Winer, who knew Ms. Chi well
and attended the funeral, described the
pervasive feeling throughout the Trinity
alumni as shock and disbelief. He noted
i «*/ ;
-\ i\..i, * '
"There is so much to say about Sandra. She had a lot to
give... She was quick to laugh and make people, whether
they were her friend or a stranger feel more comfortable."
—Carol Kim '94
unable to complete it, Ms. Chi left Trinity
pending graduation. Last summer she
returned to Trinity with a great deal of
enthusiasm, hoping to complete her re-
maining degree requirements.
Ms. Chi was working as a research
assistant for Yale University's Depart-
ment of Psychiatry School of medicine,
while taking classes at Trinity to com-
plete her degree in psychology.
Dean Winer described Sandra Chi
as "a wonderful person and very dedi-
cated to her studies and looking forward
to going onto graduate or professional
school."
Gabrielle Lawrence '94, a close friend
®fMs:CMi%said; ''Sandra was ah amaz-
ing person. She was very involved in
community service. She didn't draw a lot
of attention to herself and didn't make a
lot of noise, but she cared very much
about the work she did. Sandra
that most in attendance were deeply ag-
grieved at the loss of a such a kind,
intelligent and gentle young woman.
Letters of condolence can be sent to
Ms. Chi's family. The Chi's reside at 736
Opening Hill Road in Madison, Con-
' necticut. Donations in her memory are
being accepted by the Trinity Irttervarsi ty
Christian Fellowship.
Ms. Chi spent six weeks in Gambia
this past summer on a church mission.
Donations to further such work can also
be sent to First Presbyterian Church, in
care of the Reverend Victor Kim, 300 A-
Cliapel Rd., Manchester, Ct. 06040.
Ms. Chi was headed home from
work and on her way to church at 8:00
a.m. on Sunday morning, whenherauto-
mobile skidded off of the wet road and
into a tree. She suffered massive head
and chest injuries which resulted in her
Heath.
-•/.J ' . .>""V '
David Lack *S5 helps build the Swkkah on the Quad.
SuMiot is the Jewish festival of the Harvest, The holiday is ,
celebrated every fall right after the Jewish New Year.
PHOTO BY LISA
•,Ami
Avitsur '9S| Aar6jo Bwreowst 'DSjiJavid Lack '95.
Front w>w (1*) Sye Miller '54, Julie Freedson '95, Liza
Eschelhacher '95, Amy Weghorst *9? Tami Alfred '96.
And you thought rock'ri roll
was the only rang a CD player
could add toyour room.
Inleraclirejmtgraimon CD-ROM
corer every subject from politics to physiology.
And they incorporate sound, animation, music -
ami viileo clips. .So ordinary topics become
more exciting, invoking and' relmml.
Because a single CD-ROM disc stores more
information Ikm 500 floppy disks, you II be able to
histanlly access encyclojieiluis. dictionaries ami ~
extensive databases-all inlb the click of a mouse.
CD-ROM technology brings fast neir
capabilities la the'desktop, liicb isi/hv. SMIII.
more and more computers will include a CD-HOM
drire. Buy one. and you're making an
inmlment Iliit will last you well into the future.
Apple Macintosh Cenlris" 610
81210 wilb CD-ROM, Macintosh Color
Display and Apple Extended Keyboard II.
Bring your papers, projects and presentations to
,*~ life by incorporating photos, clip art and a huge variety
of lype fonts-all available on CD-ROM.
You still want rock '«' roll? Plug in a pair of
., selfpouenti speakers and the CD-ROM drive
plays audio CDs loo —so you can work away,
while listening lo your favorite music
Buy the Madntmb Cenlris 610 now,
- ami you'll also receive the CD-ROM gift
pack: two discs that include an electronic
encyclopedia, a dictionary, interactive
rock vitleos, music for your audio CD
Macintosh Promo player and mm (worth tW).
CDglfipack FREE.
CD-ROM technology puts a world of information at your finger- our CD gift pack. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're
tips, and enables you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy there, ask about financing with the Apple' Computer Loan! And *
the Macintosh Centris" 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll also receive discover the power of Macintosh! The power to be your best?
For further information visit the Computer Store
in the MCEC, Room 115 or call 297-2007
f,vrnvuw«jarf>»ttt/.«*'i
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Race and Trinity: Part Two
Students Speak About Racism
continued from page 1
terviewed felt that all racial
groups at Trinity were guilty of
self-containment, many said that
it was easiest for white students
to avoid integration. According
to Darrell Fitzgerald '94, "white
students caneasilynotdeal with
issues of race, and live narrow
life-styles." However, minority
students cannot avoid contact
with the white population.
Wayne Tolson '94 said, "As a
black student you have to inter-
act [with white students]. You
cannot get through here with-
out interaction."
Chris Foley '94 noted that
"it's easy for a white student to
go school here without having
tointeract socially withstudents
of another race." Senior Derek
Abrams said that "If [white stu-
dents] really had an interest, it
wouldn't be that hard to talk" to
minority students. Mr. Abrams
added that, "[The lack of social
interaction is] the fault of black
students too," and characterized
a common attitude among Trin-
ity s tudents as: "I'm in my world,
and I don't have an interest in
making an effort."
Several students said that
there is a fear of talking about
race relations on campus, and as
a result, these issues are avoided,
"True issues of race have been
ignored by the student popula-
tion," said Mr! Fitzgerald. "One
thing that has bothered me," he
said, "is '.hot there arc1 "far loo
lew people who want Id dual
with the nitty-gritty issues of
race. There's been a lack of sin-
cere dialogue about issues of
race."
Ms. Latina said that "people
pretend there isn't a problem,
and therefore they don't even
mention it. Everyone goes on
like it doesn't matter."
One student thought that
white students were afraid to
talk about race because they
didn't want to be perceived as
racist. She felt that when the
subject of race is brought up in
the classroom, the discussion is
dominated by African-Ameri-
can students because white stu-
dents are too wary of making a
comments that might be per-
ceived as offensive. "People
walk around on their tiptoes try-
ing to avoid" making an offen-
sive statement, she said.
"People at Trinity College
are afraid of saying their true
beliefs about race," said Mr.
Fitzgerald. "They're afraid
they'll be ostracized or be called
a racist." Instead, he says there
exist a number of "silent rac-
ists," people who would not
make their views known, but
who "have little time or pa tience
to deal with me as an'equal.";
Mr. Fitzgerald says there have
been "...many situations here ,.
when people who have been
white have dealt with-'-me as
though I'm not an equal."
In addition to the fear of
discussing r.ice, •somr students
(•aid Ihero cxî K a tear of Iho
ramifications of crossing racial
lines. Mr. Abrams said that,
"There aren't really race rela-
tions here. African-Americans
don't have a desire or are afraid
to go into the mainstream, while
whites are afraid of going into
the African-American commu-
nity." African-American stu-
dents, he said, are wary of being
deemed a "sellout"; white stu-
dents don't want to be seen as
"wannabees."
"Any [African-American]
person who hangs out too much
with white people will get cast
off" by the African-American
community at Trinity, another
student maintained. He added
that he thought that was a seri-
ous issue to be factored into the
equation of race relations.
The students interviewed
felt that race relations at Trinity
had improved in recent years,
but did not seem optimistic
about the opportunities for fur-
ther advancement. "Without
conflicts race relations are just
going to stay like this," one stu-
dent said. Mr. Foley expressed
frustration saying "...you don't
know what to do about it. It's
hard to motivate Trinity as a
whole to deal with these issues."
One method of fostering
better race relations on campus
would be to diversify the mostly
white student body> some stu-
dents said. "As long as Trinity
has a 'typical studeqt' those who
arc not 'typical' will feel n lilllo
dv. knaid," rommmled Ji"mo>.
Student Activities Budget Information
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book & press release.
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Printed in Newspaper
Research compiled by Carmella Mezzoita '%
The stories which you are about to read are taken directly from the
files of Trinity College's Department of Campus Safety. The names of
those involved have been eliminated in order to protect the innocent
and the guilty. Please note that all suspects are innocent until proven
guilty in a court of law. This feature of the News section is designed
to better inform the College community of the day to day work of
Campus Safety officers.
Dumb Days
Fortunately, both crime and mischief have declined on
campus this week. There were very few reported incident and
things were generally calm. This is great for Director of
Campus Safety, Brian Kelly (DCS-BK), but horrible news for
the Security Blotter. Sorry guys, but there's just not that much
material.
Crime Curtailed
Crime in the Frog Hollow neighborhood has declined
37% since Operation Liberty started. If you're a security
novice, you should know'that Operation Liberty is the code
name for the joint-effort by the Hartford Police and Connecti-
cut State Police to take back the neighborhood from Hartford's
feuding gangs.
"Operation Liberty." I wonder how they came up with
that? Do you suppose that there is a national registry for
operation names? Some federal bureau where they tell you if
your name h&s already been used or if it is not PC? Maybe they
should have called it Operation Gang-Bang-Bust, or Deserted
Storm, or Operation Open Sesame. Whatever, I'm rambling.
Parking Pain
Campus Safety b,as bee.n getting complaints about people
parking too close to the intersection of College Terrace and
Summit-Street. Remember that it is illegal to park at the curb
near intersections. Campus Safety warned people that if they
continue to park too close to the intersection, they may be
graced with fi ticket from the Hartford Police.
Un-invited U-Conn
fl ve b/sen, comporting about getting
annoying phone calls from a male who claims lo be from
UConn. The. male says that he is looking for "Lisa," but
actually ends up trying to strike up a conversation with
whomever he has called. People receiving these calls are
urged to hang up immediately and call Campus Safety.
Window Wipeout
Windows on cars are becoming a rare commodity this
week (well, almost). Windows have been broken on several
cars that were, parked on Summit St.. On the evening of the
27th, windows were broken on three cars. A silver Volkswagen,
a black Volkswagen, and a white Volks-Nissan had windows
broken. One of thecarsbelongs to Tripod E-in-C Beter Friedman,
who had two windows broken on his car (lucky guy).
On the 29th, windows were broken on an '88 Snaab and an
'84 Jimmy. Nothing was taken from the Snob, but a stereo was
taken from the Jimmy. Both of these cars were parked on
S u m m i t S t r e e t ::; •-...-• • •• . . .
Patent:P^e1<-^-BoQ ":: ;• •, \ • •:. \
.TheSecurity Blotter went parent watching on Saturday,
morning; Whilg.sitting an, a. couch in the Mather Lobby, The
. B/ofterobservedsomegreatliries. Someconversationsstarted
along thelinesiof "Oh,.didyou go to Taffi" and "1 think I met
your parents at The Clubi" .However, others were saying
"Wait, whichstreets can't we drive on?" ••' .
H o r s e H e l l o > • ' ••';>.•••,,-••.• •••.-,:•: •
: The City of Hartford offere'd Campus Safetytwomounted-
officersior .SaUuday'siootball game.; No, there weren't offic-.
ers mounted on the.wall, theyw,ere riding horses!' The pres-
ence of cops on horses wa$ quite amusing, but it prompted the
blotter to wonder one things"Where wasjCerrigan?"
The Bike Man didn't trade in his wheels for the joy of
cruising the open range while riding his trusty hoi se "Hi-ho
silver and awayyyyy1"
. Written and compiled by Jim Barr
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Day Care Program Has Kids Sky High
KELLY COLUS
Children enjoy the playgrounds off of Crescent Street as Lindsay Roberts '96, gives them a
boost. The Camp for Kid's program is headed by Monique Miller '94.
BY CYNTHIA DARLING
News Writer
As a student at Trinity Col-
lege, one can feel pretty discon-
nected from the neighborhood
surrounding the school. And it
is only when events like the gang
violence of the past few weeks
demand our attention, that we
become aware of the reality next
door.
One group of Trinity stu-
dents has been making it a part
of their weekly schedule to find
out what it's like to live in places
like Hartford. And they have
found that the experience of
volunteering in the Hartford
community not only helps the
people they work with, but that
it gives them a glimpse of the
real challenges our world faces
today, a glimpse that proves to
be far more valuable than that
which any textbook can ever
give.
Community Outreach, co-
ordinated by Tara Gill and as-
sistant coordinator Chris Haas,
is one of the most active organi-
zations on campus, and this year,
has had an energetic start.
Amongst the many in-
volved, one group of interest is
Trinity's Camp for Kid's pro-
gram. Coordinated by senior
Monique Miller, Camp for Kids
is one of the many successful
programs which give students a
hands-on opportunity to work
with kids from the neighbor-
hood surrounding Trinity, and
to build friendships with them,
which benefit both the kids and
the Trinity students.
For an hour each week,
Trinity students go to one of the
three schools involved,
McDonough, Betances and
Hooker. There are two volun-
teers for every group of kids.
Each group does activities that
give individual attention to the
kids, and help to build up their
self confidence . The- emphasis
is on providing the kids with
role models.
Miller, the project coordi-
nator, started as a volunteer and
then the next semester moved
on to being a project head, and is
now the coordinator. Miller says
that it has given her a chance to
see children in the community,
and to see how their lives have
differed from hers. The experi-
ence has definitely given her a
broader "world perspective."
Camp for Kids has been an ac-
tive part of her life at Trinity,
and has made Hartford a much
more familiar place.
Camp for Kids is just one of
the many Community Outreach
groups on campus. From adult
tutoring, to working in a bat-
tered women's shelter, there
should be a group for you. And,
if you would- like to start up
your own project, Community
Outreach welcomes any new
ideas.
For anyone interested in
getting involved in Community
Outreach, and receiving infor-
mation about one of the many
groups active in the Hartford
community, call Tara or Chris at'
ext.2383.
Cohn Steps Down As Dean of Faculty
continued from page I
ber, Dean Cohn looks forward
to having the time to "think hard
about American culture" and
about what she would like to
explore next. Cohn reflected on
her time as Dean of Faculty," I
did it for seven years and its a
very taxing responsibility. It
has also been the most challeng-
ing and interesting jobs I can
imagine but its hard work."
After she steps down from
reproduce all the covers. The
book will be published by Vi-
king.'
Her work at the Saturday
Evening Post led her to an invi-
tation to an international semi-
nar on popular culture. At the
beginning of Fall, Cohn and her
husband, Dr. William Cohn, a
visiting professor in the History
Department at Trinity, spent a
total of two weeks in Europe
during which time Dean Cohn
Evening Post. She said, "the
seminar was part of my intellec-
tual interest," and continued to
say, "It was specifically inter-
esting b'ecause American popu-
lar culture has so profoundly
taken hold in German-books,
movies, television, clothes, but
that madeitreally interesting to
discuss with Germans who were
experts in American studies."
Dean ,Cohn will work as
dean throu gh the academic year
Dean Cohnhas said that there has been "a more self-conscious effort
on the part of the faculty to bring the academic and intellectual aspect
of Trinity life into conjunction with residential and social."
the position of Dean of Faculty,
Cohn said it will be," easier to
have time to pursue my own
scholarly research and interests.
I will have sabbatical in 1994-95
so that's a time to regroup and
rethink, (and) start a new re-
search project."
Dean Cohn has already be-
gun to explore her intellectual
pursuits. In 1989 Cohn pub-
lished a book on the Saturday
Evening Post. This past sum-
mer she completed a manuscript
on the covers of the Saturday
Evening Post for a book that will
participated in the seminar.
The seminar took place in
Paderborn, Germany at the Uni-
versity of Paderborn. Cohn ex-
plained the program, " there
were ten American Studies
people and 14 German Ameri-
canStudies professors. We spent
four and a half days in seminary
together reading papers and
commenting... Wonderfully in-
tense and very exciting experi-
ence."
The paper that Dean Cohn
submitted was a continuation
of her work at the Saturday
and it is expected that the new
dean will begin this surnmer.
The search for the new dean will
begirt soon and w,ill be handled
in the same way that Dean Cohn
was recruited.
There will be a search com-
mittee made up of faculty mem-
bers who Will interview candi-
dates and present a name to
President Gefety. The President
will appoint the Dean.
Dean Cohn does not par-
ticipate in the search for the new
dean.but said, "I'm sure candi-
dates will want to talk with me."
News Briefs,
From the Racial Harassment Grievance Committee
On December 15, 1902, the Racial Harassment Gnev-
anc? Committee formally artnouhced a finding of "Guilty" against
a student accused of an act of racial harassment on Vermin Street
several weeks before The chairman of the committee informed
the student that he was lo be cen&ured, and that he would be
required to perform unspecified community service. The student
appealed his conviction to the Racial Harassment Appeals Board
Whpn this committee upheld the judgement of the original panel,
the student carried the ca&e to President Gerety. In late August,
Dean David Wmer notified the student and his faculty advisors
that the president had reversed the judgement against him on
procedural grounds. This finding marks Ihe final resolution of
this case.
Trinity Health Care
At a laculty meeting on September 21, Professor Ken
Lloyd-fones proposed a resolution endorsing extending health
care and other benefits to domestic partners of faculty members
Associate Professor Andy Gold succeeded m tabling the legiMd-
tion by making a motion to bend therosolulion to committee to bf
studiixl iurther.
SLRCNews: lheSludcntLifeResoiirrcCenfcr(SLRC)spon-
sored 15 events in the month of September. Dean Winer snid
"There's been a lot of event", this month, and people keep fciynig
the frats arc Ihe only thing going on.'' Events sponsored b) the
SLRC have included things as diverse, as a bowling trip to thp
week!} comedians jn the Bistro.
Chapel News: Next month, the chapel wiD be holding a heal-
ing service tor AIDS victims. The service is open for thp entire
community. For jnforfaation, contact Nancy C harlcs
Parents Weekend Comes And
Goes; Activities Fun For All
continued from page 1
tin Arts Center Friday and Sat-
urday nights for interested visi-
tors. The Candlelight Folk Fest
took place at tke cave and fea-
tured many singing groups and
performers as well.
On Saturday/parents were
invited to meet the faculty over
coffee, tour the library; wiatoh
Concert-Choir and Musical Re-
vue performances, ask Presi-
dentGerety questions, and were
able to tour'the chapel, Umoja
House, and the Gallows Hill
Bookstore. Parents were also
able to attend men's and
women's soccer games, as well
as women's tennis, fieldhockey;
and rughy against Williams.
The Ferris Athletic Center,
became mobbed with hungry
families whenlunchtime neared.
Visitors were -treated to a
Marriott brunch and were able
to'dine with professors who
hosted tables. After luncrtfcame
the annual Trinity/Williams
football rivalry, where the Ban-
tams trounced their opponents
21-7.
Thatafternoon,parentsand
students were treated to a sam-
pling of the musical groups on
campus. The Accidentals, After
Dark, Gospel Choir, Jazz En-
semble, Trinitones, and Trinity
Pipes each performed, despite
the heavy wind and cold. Class
tents were pitched on the Quad
and seryed snacks and refresh-
ments, or in the case of the Class
of 1995, hats. Again, many lucky
students were treated to an
-evening meal at a Hartford res-
taurant.
Few students ate at Mather -
Hall, where dinner and the at-
tendance were light, Sunday
morning brought parents back
to campus for brunch at Mather
and services at the Trinity
Chapel. That afternoon, most
parents and relatives checked
out of local hotels and returned
home.
No News Is Good News!
Because of Reading Week,
TheTHpod
will not be publishing
next week
or the week immediately
after reading week.
We will return from, our
two week hiatus with issue
#6 on October 26th
See you then!
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Surprise! Surprise! Weicker To
Leave Capitol After 1994




In a stunning an-
nouncement before press, fam-
ily, and friends, Connecticut
Governor Lowell P. Weicker
announced last week that he
would not seek re-election for a
second term as Governor of this
State. The decision, which was
eagerly awaited by political ob-
servers in Connecticut, was
made in a typical Weickeresque
maverick fashion—keep every-
one guessing until the end and
then surprise them.
Weicker stunned Con-
necticut three years ago by tri-
umphing in a three-way contest
for Governor as an independent
candidate. That candidacy, he
said, was for the State of Con-
necticut (hence the name of his
party, A Connecticut Party); this
decision was for his family.
Indeed, after 30 years
in public office, including 18
years in the U.S. Senate, the
former Republican has decided
to move on. Weicker maintained
at the conference when he made'
his announcement that his deci-
sion had absolutely nothing to
do with subpar approval rat-
ings or the prospect of losing in
the upcoming election.
At the onset of his ad-
ministration, Weicker initiated
an unpopular state income tax
and eventually saw the legisla-
tion through the state legisla-
ture. Weicker's popularity im-
mediately declined after the tax
law was passed, but eventually
the public accepted the tax, and
Weicker's ratings went up.
Now, with 15 months
left in his term, Weicker has
maintained that he will keep up
the vigorous pace that he has set
for himself. His primary goal is
attempting to lure the National
Football League's New England
Patriots to Connecticut.
Weicker's decision not
to run opens up many possibili-
ties for the 1994 race. Weicker's
lieutenant governor, Eunice
Groark, has indicated that she
might be a candidate for Gover-
nor under the banner of A Con-
necticut Party. She does not,
however, have the name recog-
nition of Weicker, nor does she
possess the full-blown support
of her party. This will afford the
Democrats a greater opportu-
nity to try to get the Governor-
ship back and it offers the Re-
publicans a good chance to win

















Box 1310, care of
Pat Gingras, or
put it in Doc-Ex.
Marketing/Business Rep Wanted:
EXPLOSIVE OPPORTUNITY FOR PART-TIME
INCOME. New international high-tech consumer
electronics company looking for on-campus or area •
marketing reps. Income potential is unlimited and
you set the hours! /
Great opportunity to leam business development,
marketing, and professional presentation skills for
your future resume. Products sell themselves and are
great Christmas gifts. For more information or to






A brand new image is what
the 1993-94 Hartford Whalers
are emphasizing. The Whalers
have dedicated themselves for
the last two seasons to turning
around their organization. This
is the season that some of that
work begins to materialize.
Known throughout the National
Hockey League as the most
mediocre team in hockey, the
Whalers have taken giant steps
to improve their front office,
their media relations, and their
player personnel in order to
bring the city of Hartford a
championship caliber club.
Second year coach Paul?
Holmgren is excited about this
upcoming season. Holmgren,
38, was a fifth-round, d raft choice
system, and make sure they are
competitive the next few sea-
sons.
The Whalers have just
ironed out a brand new 20 year
lease of the Civic Center with
the city of Hartford. Gordon
has pledged to give something
back to the city; he is personally
dedicated to changing this or-
ganization from top to bottom.
Many of last seasons fan
favorites are gone from the ball
club. Left wing Murray Craven
was traded to Vancouver for
hard hitting center Robert Kron.
Center John Cullen, one of the
leagues premier power play goal
scorers was traded mid-season
to Toronto for future draft
choice, Defenseman Steve
Konroyd was also sent to De-
troit for drafl picks.
But the team has some fresh
Known throughout the National Hockey
League as the most mediocre team in hockey,,
the Whalers have taken giant steps to improve
their front office, their media relations, and
their player personnel in order to bring the
city of Hartford a championship caliber club.
outj of the University of Minne-
sota. He instead passed on his
NHL career, and opted.to play
for World Hockey Association,
His WHA team folded within
the year and Holmgren soon
found' himself playing for the
Philadelphia Flyers. Holmgren,
a hard checking right wing,
helped to lead his team to the
1979-80 Stanley Cup finals. In
that series, he became the first
Americaiy-born player to notch
a hat trick. Holmgren was
traded to the Minnesota North
Stars in 1984, and ultimately re-
tired from the game at the end of
the 1984-85 season. For his ca-
reer, Holmgren scored 144 goals,
179 assists and 323 points in 527
NHL games. He ranked second
inpenalty minutes on the Flyer's
a|l-time list, rjis tough attitude
and hard nosed style of play
landed him a^coaching position
in Hartford; his second head
coaching job in hockey.
Holmgren's .coaching phi-
losophy is simple, "If you.play
hard nosed and you outwork
the other team every night, you
comeout6ntopmostriin.es. It's
importantforeachplayer toplay
with grit and determination and
that's something" I demaridfrom
every player, whether you are
skilled, whether you are not so
skilled. It's a demand, Iwillnot
tolerate any thing less than that."
Holmgren, General Man-
ager Brian Burkfe, and owner
Richard Gordon have made an
emphasis to work with younger
talent, develop the Whaler farm
new faces to help work with the
older veterans. Along with
Kron, the Whalers also acquired
left wing Yvon Corriveau from
San Jose. Corriveau had 10
points in 37 games while with
the Whalers last season.
During this years entry
draft, the Whalers pulled off a
miraculous trade by acquiring
the much heralded Chris
Pronger, a defenseman from
Peterborough of Canadian Jun-
ior Hockey League. At six feet,
five inches tall, the 190 pound
Pronger should fit in well with
the Whalers. He is a hard nosed
player, who is excellent in one-
on-one situations, a perfect fit to
the Holmgren mold.
The Whalers'season opener
is onSaturday October 9; against
Philadelphia. They open the
regular season on the road in
Montreal on Wednesday Octo-
ber 6.
The National Hockey
League has adopted New
Names for its conferences. The
Eastern Conference will consist
of the Northeast and Atlantic
Divisions. Boston, Buffalo, Hart-
ford, Montreal, Ottawa, Pitts-
burgh, and Quebec will play in
the Northeast. Florida, New Jer-
sey; NY Islanders, NY Rangers,
Philadelphia, Tampa Bay, and
Washington will play in the At-
lantic Division. The top eight
teams in each conference will
qualify for the playoffs.
, An in depth analysis of the
Whalers upcoming season will
follow in next week's issue.
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Hartford Hospital: Microcosm of The Real Hartford
BY SHARA ABRAHAM
Announcements Editor
Five hours in the Hart-
ford Hospital Emergency Room.
It doesn't sound like the most
pleasant way to spend one's
Monday evening, does it? Al-
low me to explain: this past
Monday afternoon, September
20th, my friend and teammate,
Whitney Pomeroy '96, broke her
nose in rugby practice. She was
seen by the student trainer, but
Trinity College's hired profes-
sional trainer did not come in
from the field to examine
Whitney's injury. After all, it's
just a rugby injury, right?
After being sent to a clinic
in West Hartford which did not
have the facilities (nor a doctor,
for thatmatter!) to take a look at
Whitney we were then redi-
rected to Hartford Hospital. So
there we sat Monday evening,
consumed by a sense of aban-
donment and neglect. Why was
it that the Athletic Department
didn't deem Whitney's injury
important enough for immedi-
ate medical attention? We soon
realized that our sense of ne-
glect wasn't the issue at all.
Monday night was an
awakening, if you will. It was a
reality check; a reminder of the
outside world of which the ma-
jority of Trinity students are
shamefully ignorant. The state
of apathy which pervades a sig-
nificant proportion of the stu-
dent body on this campus
seemed ever-apparent to my-
self and Whitney as we sat in
silence waiting for the doctor.
Words needn't be expressed for
the feeling was understood—
we felt out of place. We didn't
"belong."
As Whitney and I sat in
the waiting room we were able
to get a glimpse into the lives of
Hartford's citizens, minimal
though it may have been. Hart-
ford Hospital's Emergency
Room, which is characterized
by a constant sense of waiting,
frustration and confusion, is a
microcosm of Hartford and its
community's ceaseless struggle.
Trinity's perimeter. I have com-
pleted the distancing process
between Trinity and the com-
munity.
Is my unconscious per-
sonal separation from the com-
munity inevitable? Why is it
As I reflect upon Monday night, and draw
comparisons between myself and the
community., .1 cannot help but take note of
the unconscious wrong I am doing.
As I reflect upon Monday
night and draw comparisons be-
tween myself and the commu-
nity members who also spent
hours in the hospital waiting
room, I cannot helpbut takenote
of the unconscious wrong I am
doing to the community.
By merely excluding my-
self as a part of the Hartford
community I am re-enforcing
the gates which surround






Metro-Hartford Writer & Editor
If dining in an airport
sounds like your idea of a
goodnight out, then weknow
the place for you. Whatcould
be better than eating fine food
in the center of Hartford's fin-
est small craft airfield? Well,
actually, dining in the center
of an airport rrdghtnotbe cool,
especially if you got hit by a
plane. So Logan's Air One is
conveniently located on the
outskirts, out of dangers way.
Offering a menu that in-
cludes "pre-boarding" (appe-
tizer) fare, "departure" soups,
salads, sandwich "log.", fresh
seafood, chicken, and beef,
this executive hot spot is per-
fect for a solid above average
American-cuisine meal. '
As Pat and I sat back in
our cozy round couch, we ad-
mired the pleasing surround-
ings. Hanging from the ceil-
ing were replica's of a WWII
fighter plane, a Cesna and a
biplane. The walls were lined
with framed prints of famous
city skylines and antique
planes, not to mention a large
yak head. There was a pool
table, three dart boards, two
T.V.s and seven comfortable
tables. It was your basic above
par nouveau barroom atmo-
sphere. Now for the grub.
Andy: "Apparently this
place doesn't kid around," I
blurted as I took the first sip of
my smooth and refreshing
strawberry colada. This fabu-
lous drink was the prelude to
an even more spectacular or-
der of Buffalo Wings. Ten-
sions were strung tight as I
approached the first wing
with my watering mouth.
Fending back the overpower-
ing yet delightful odor of these
prize beauties, I struck hard
and fast with my mighty inci-
sors.. Even I cannot think of
the appropriate words to de-
scribe the full body experi-
ence that dug deep into my
soul as I savored the tender,
lightly fried and perfectly sea-
soned chicken parts that lay
in a bounty before me.. Need
I say more?
Pat: No, please don't say
any more. Contrary to my
partner's appetizer experi-
ence, mine was most unpleas-
ant. I ordered the old favorite
called potato skins, and they
weren't very good. The po-
tato parts themselves were
quite tough, as they were
undercooked.
They were extremely
thick, and needed a few more
minutes in the fry-o-lator.
. fixin's on a side plate, the
fajitas were lightly browned,
yet properly cooked and ten-
der. Sauteed with the grand
chicken breasts were onions
and.peppers, which almost
hindered Lhe laste ol Lhe
breasts.
The chickert was so fla-
vorful that the onions and
peppers almost were an im-
position on the plate. The flour
pancakes were light and pli-
able, not like some pancakes-
o'-sheet rock I've had in the
past. Try the fajitas. You're in
for a treat.
Combine the a tmosphere
with the tasty food, and
you've got yourself the per-
fect place for a good time with
good friends. But don't think
What could be better than eating fine food in
the center of Hartford's finest small craft
airfield? Well, actually dining at the center of
an airport might not be cool, especially if you
got hit by an airplane.
They were too greasy as well.
The topping was, however,
quite good, and consisted of
cheese., bacon, • and sour
cream. The skins definitely
hadpotentialbutfailed to win
my approval.
Andy: For my main
course, I opted for the special
Pasta Logan. With sun-dried
tomatoes, garlic, black olives,
scallions, capers and linguine, ••
this pasta's got something for
everyone.
Not quite up to the level
of a fine Italian restaurant, this
dish still gets five stars as far
as American-bar food joints
go. This is your captain speak-
ing, Get ready for a smooth
and succtilen t landing.
Pat: I had chicken fajitas
for my entree, and they aimed
to please. Served on a siz-
zling platter with plenty of
you'll get off too easy in the
cash department. Pat and I
didn't have dessert and our
meal still came to $39.00 with
tax and tip. But you know
what they say, "You gotta lay
'em down a/id smack'em jack
'em!"
Logan's'Air One is a short
trip from Trinity College. Just
take 1-91 to exit 21 It's right
next to the airport.
Andy: No turbulence ex-
pected here. For a meal that
stopped giving when the
check came and atmosphere
that was .bitchin', I awa-rd
Logan's 3.7 unused airsick
bags out of 5.
Pat: I'ddefinitelygoback.
Thisplaceisgreatfora "BNO"
(boys' night out) or a "GNO"
(girls' night out). It's really
close to campus, so check it
out. I'll give it 4 of 5 stars.
that many Trinity students
thoughtlessly live out an unspo-
ken separate world?
Perhaps if 1 share with
you some of the images of Mon-
day night you can partake in my
thought process concerning
Trinity's relationship to the com-
munity.
I remember one woman
whose enlarged stomach was
being examined by an intern
right in the middle of the wait-
ing room. The middle-aged
woman was evidently mentally
handicapped. I was in shock
when I realized the significance
of this woman's pregnancy. As
it turned out, she wasn't preg-
nant,butexcessivelybloated. As
the woman was leaving the hos-
pital a nurse called out to her
asking if she had left behind a .
cardboard sign. The sign read:
"Will work for food."
Whitney and I sat in com-
plete disbelief as this homeless
woman was turned away from
medical care and a night's shel-
ter. Has it become so common-
place that we no longer recog-
rnize the plight of the homeless?
' Will the cycle ever stop?
With a new sense of
awareness, Whitney and I re-
turned to our private
ensconcement which we call
college. The black iron gates
seemed taller and more formi-
dable, the campus appeared
more serene and quiet. Trinity
students went about their busi-
ness. Our neighbors, the mem-
bers of Trinity's surrounding
community, waited for medical
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Biiiiiil
ince the 1989-90 school year Trinity has
ts» ;̂ĵ ii been relatively free of the public and pain-
ful incidents of racial conflict that have afflicted so
many college and universities all over the United
States. While there is no doubt that this is a boon
to our College's existence, the absence of conflict
has moved serious discussion of race out of many
students' lives. Sadly, it is often at these times of
conflict only that there is frank discussion of racial
matters. That is why Adam Cahill's two part
series on race relations at Trinity/ (September 21,
1993 and October 5, 1993 Trinity Tripod ) is an
important contribution to the College commu-
nity.
The articles, particularly the one which looks
at race relations through the eyes of different
students on campus, give us the opportunity to
embark on a dialogue not born of controversy.
Instead of being forced together in the grips of
bitterness, we can use this "quiet time" to follow
the lead of the students who have been willing to
speak out about this sensitive topic.
Speaking out about race is complicated for a
plethora of reasons. Many people are simply in-
different or too busy with school work and their
social lives to care. Others refrain from speaking
out because they fear being branded a racist. Still
others fear facing their own inner conflicts about
racial issues. As one Trinity student eloquently
stated "No one wants to work out their preju-
dices, no one wants to introspect."
But those fears and inner demons must not
prevent the members of the Trinity community
from doirig what is right. Some already have. The
merv and wotnette; st\jd§ptej, HsASiJS^^BSifr
tration, who were willing to talk to Mr. CannTari
be quoted in the Tripod, have taken a step for-
ward. However, enthusiasm over that step must
be a little bit tempered because those people are
speaking out, but still not speaking to each other.
The Tripod encourages the student commu-
nity to speak out and reach out here in our pages.
For these pages, in truth, are not really "ours" so
much as they are yours. They belong to the entire
Trinity Community.
Hopefully the discussion will only be con-
structive. But all of its must be prepared to read
angry and ugly words. Those feelings undeni-
ably exist on campus. Just as there are those that
extol tolerance in every segment of Trinity's com-
munity, there are also those who promote hate
and segregation of. one form or another.
To bring about positive change we must un-
dertake two initiatives. First we have to try to
raise the consciousness of people on campus and
let people .know that issues involving race and
ethnicity are important every day, not just when
the next conflagration occurs.
Second, the College must foster and allow
free and open discussion on racial matters. Some
effort to informally bring students together in
dialogue is muchneede'd.However, laying down
well-intentioned, butperhaps misguided/speech
policies that attempt to dissuade people from
saying hrrtful things is not going to help bring
about a frank discussion of these issues. We may
have to sit and listen to opinions that we don't
want to hear, but by listening we gain the first
keys to understanding.
At first there will be many people, black,
brown and white, who will not want to meet face
to face to talk about these issues. Hopefully, The
Tripod cart serve as a medium through which
people are willing to take the first tentative steps




will still exist, and from time to time conflict will
still erupt. Hopefully by following the lead of
those who have already chosen to speak out, we
will be more prepared to deal with the pain,
mistrust and anger that will come next.time.
P.M.R
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Letters To The Editor:
•Please note: Letters to The Trinity Tri-
pod must be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday
preceding publication the following Tues-
day. Letters should address the Editor, and
not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be printed, although
names may be withheld if so requested after
a signature. The Trinity Tripod will not pub-
lish any letter the Editors judged to be an
attack on an individual's character or per-
sonality. All letters are the sole responsibil-
ity of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the views or opinions of this paper.
Please limit all letters to five-hundred words.
ThcTrittity Tripod reserves the right to edit all
let .s for clarity and brevity.
•,. j : •.. .my letters composed on a Macintosh
may be submitted to The Trinity Tripod
through the DocEx server in the General
Resources zone of the Trinity College net-
work. Letters may also be submitted on disk.
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Graduate Student Urges Trinity To Pressure SGA
To The Editor:
I'm writing The Tripod, be-
cause I'm amazed by the SGA's
present policy of keeping the
allocation of student activity
funds secret. I'd attempt to re-
fute the logic of the present
policy except there appears to
be none beyond an appeal to an
informal, oral, recent tradition.
This situation is highly irregu-
lar, especially when you look at
the procedures of other student
governments. I did my under-
graduate studies at Bates Col-
lege where student budgetary
information was a matter of
public record.
At Bates, before the final
Student Government vote rati-
fied the activities budget, the
finance committee would pub-
licly distribute a list containing
data itemized by request. This
information included 1) what
had been requested, 2) what had
been recommended by the com-
mittee, and 3) a one paragraph
rational for their committee's's
decisions regarding each re-
quest.
This open process was par-
ticularly useful because it 1)
showed if there had been any
systematic bias against a. par-
ticular organization or ideology,
2) gave students a rough bench
mark for showing how much
funding it was realistic to apply.
for, and 3) it allowed regular
students some control over the
budget process itself.
I question the legitimacy of
any democratic institution
which responds to questions by
appealing to its-own informal
authority. It is the equivalent of
the City of Hartford attempting
to conceal its education budget
on the grounds that non-teach-
ers and bureaucrats can't be
trusted with such information.
I urge students to pressure





SGA President Seeks Further Student Involvement
To the Editor:
It is important that you un-
derstand that every week the
SGA votes on issues that really
affect your life as students of
them).
This week we will pick up
some items that were agreed
needed further study. Among;
these is the issue of our campus
shuttle system. Are you happy
If there is an issue that concerns you (and '
they all should), you should come down and
participate in the debate. •
this college. Every Tuesday, the
SGA is actively debating and fi-
nally voting on a number of is-
sues. You can take part of this
debate. If there is an issue that
concerns you (and they' all
should), you should come down
and participate in -{he''debate:
Most votes will be done by roll
call so you will know how your
representative votes. Hint: S/
he is representing you.' Make
them accountable for their deci-
sions (that is why you voted for
with the present shuttle system?
Why? Why not? Should we go
back'• to • the "on call" system?
Should we propose,a new, sys-
tem?; Come.tell us about it.
The! SGA -will. :also be ad-
dressing; the issue of Student
Activities Fund(SAF); The lead-
ership of the local'tabloid
broughithis concern before the
SGAa couple of weeks ago. Their
proposal was two fold: first, lhal
the they be allowed access to the
allocation of the SAF. Second,
that they be allowed access to a
line by line summary (to the
penny) of the expenses of every
single student organization that
is funded by SAF. We will ad-'•
dress this issue this Tuesday.
What do you think about it?
Come, help us make up our
minds.
It is very easy to partici-
pate. The SGA follows parlia-
mentary procedure (the source
of which is Robert's Rules of
Order). All you have to do is
raise your hand, wait until I give
you the floor, and share your
point of view in a concise man-
ner. The SGA Senate (students
elected by you) will vote on this
issue.' • ' '
I look forward to seeing you
on Tuesday. '••-.• •
Sincerely,
Marion Qiiintanilla"94
' SGA President ' "*
Gender Issues Out Of Control?
BY ELI LAKE
Senior Editor
I was drinking with a few
Amherst students this summer,
and webegan discussing the sta-
tus of women on our respective
campuses. One of the Amherst
students then spoke of the op-
pression of women on her cam-
pus. I asked her at this point,
"How are women that attend
elite liberal arts schools directly
oppressed?" She found this
question outrageous. She stam-
mered, face flushed, eyes
bulged, and snapped, "how
could you even ask such a ques-
tion?" The other participants in
the conversation then erupted
like land mines shouting slo-
gans and buzzwords.
("Marginalization" ..."The per-
sonal ispolitical."... "Date rape"
... "Misogyny") I retreated from
the conversation, and opted to
discuss baseball with a less self
righteous crowd near the bar.
Our conversations sur-
rounding women on campus
often begin with the assump-
tion my question last summer
challenged. What does it mean
to say Amherst women are op-
pressed? Are they oppressed
the same way Chileans were
oppressed under Pinochet? We
have allowed this word oppres-
sion to mean anything at all, and
in the process the word has come
to mean nothing. My conversa-
tion with the Amherst students
is one example of how the lan-
guage has become corrupted.
When we speak about women
on campus we do nbt use our
words to be precise, but rather
to excite! Oppression, date rape
and marginalize are some of
many words that are riot clearly
defined, but none the less in-
voke moral judgement. These
moral judgments are thus empty
because the empirical meaning
of the words used to express
and excite suchjudgements have
become obscured.
I believe one of the causes
of our language's corruption on
campus, is the wide spread ac-
ceptance of a radical feminist
perspective on women's issues.
There are four assumptions in-
herent to this perspective. These
include; 1) Women are to be
understood as a group, and not
as individuals. 2) Rational
thoughtis an inherently oppres-
sive, and male dominated form
of knowing. 3) Human beings
are determined by culture, im-
ages and language 4) The im-
ages> language, and culture that
determine us are inherently op-
pressive towards women.
This perspective is very
much at odds with a liberal
world view, which stresses in-
dividual autonomy and free
will. Under this framework, for
example, women are raped by
culturally determined males, not
rational autonomous men. The
method of realizing an ethical
world, free from oppression, is
to reprogram the culture that
determines individuals, and.
convert those individuals that
have been programmed.
Furthermore, the assump-
tions listed above are impervi-
ous to rational debate, as are the
secondary claims that follow
from them, because reason itself
is a structure of male domina-
tion, Thus, what I have labeled
the corruption of language in
this light, is actually its salva-
tion, because the coherence of a •
word should be sacrificed irv
order correct its oppressive ef-
fect upon culturally determined
individuals.
To find this perspective's
theoretical foundation at Trin-
ity, one need not look any fur-
ther than the college bulletin.
The opening sentence describ-
ing the Women's Studies Pro-
gram reads, "Women's "Studies
takes gender as its critical, term
of inquiry, exploring it as a so-
cial construct and analyzing its
impact on traditional disci-
plines." The description of
Women's Studies 101 reads, "By
exploring the my ths and images
of women as well as criticizing
some traditional academic dis-
ciplines, this course seeks to
understand the ways in which
women's experience has been
distorted or rendered culturally
invisible." In these two sen-
tences the college bulletin has
defined gender as a social con-
struct, and has drawn a direct
connection between women's
real cultural experience and the
image of such experiences. The
parameters of the debate' are set
before the student even takes
.the first women's studies class.
The equivalent of this
would be if the opening words
Alum Worries About Students Safety
To the Editor:
Bravo for your front page
coverage of the brutal murder
of Hector Santiago. Itis vitally
important that students are
aware the gravity of the crime
that surrounds the college.
Since relatively few students
read the Hartford Courant,
your paper should indeed be
speaking plainly about this.
However I am disturbed
at the prevalentattitude among
officials that gang members are
"killing their own," making the
situation somehow less dan-
gerous for Trinity people. It is
ludicrous to call campus safely
"a common sense issue!" They
are right—the violence isn't
ther the size nor the mix of
subsidiary institutions to re-
shape the surroundings in its
own image," while pledging
"unstinting engagement with
he city and itsehallenges" (p.6).
The reality is that the college is
frantically filling in the gaps in
the fence around the campus
while identifying ways it needs
to spend $25 million inside the
fence on capital improvements
(P-47).
Community engagement
seems to consist primarily of
revamping a shuttle system
that can take you to your in-
ternship at a downtown corpo-
rate office. Are the vans outfit-
ted with bulletproof glass? Is
having "Trinity College
... I am disturbed at the prevalent attitude
among officials that gang members are
"killing their own," making the situation
somehow less dangerous for Trinity
people,...it is ludicrous.
random, it's rampant. It is to-
tally out of control, and the fact
that no one from the Trinity
community has been seriously
hurt or killed is justdumbluck.
This problem is a time bomb,
and Trinity officials should be
focusing their efforts on assist-
ing the city of Hartford in solv-
ing this terrible tragedy.
Unfortunately, the college
has its head in the sand. In the
latest issue of The Trinity Re-
porter, the authors of the Stra-
tegic Plan for Trinity College
plead that tiny Trin "has nei-
Shuttle" stenciled on the vans
the local equivalent of "U.N."
in Bosnia?
Keep this reportingup,be-
cause this is the most serious
problem facing the college to-
day. Perhaps the Tripod will
bring this to the attention of
parents on Parents Weekend
and alumni over Homecom-
ing. Don'texpecttohear about
it from Admissions or Devel-
opment.
David Booth Beers '77
Gathering Questioned
TotheHditor
While I, along with most
others in the Trinity family, am
elated that race relations ,m*
•smooth lhi-s-e days, as reported
by Adcim Cahillin the Sopi. 21
to be marching
to a dilferent drummer in op-
posing the rewjpregalion of
nonwhite students even if vol-
untaiy. Having discussed this
with ihe Tripod Fditor on Sepl.
2l), 1 tried to re.iih President
Clerelv, Alumni Secrettuy
Gerry Il.vn-son, and the l)i>an of
Students, to no av.iil, E must
piesonl my viev\:> (which
lhej "ve heard ad lnfinilunii lo
rtMilrrs hoping not to nxk tho
boa!. L'nles.- of auirse, wu c.K;-
ini<i(i wi 're in he same boa! and
need lo benefit from wonder-
ful diversify on JHli IONK,
WALK thai was not there dur-
ing my four years, '49 to '53.
Perhaps thai is »vhy 1 lake ex-
ioption to separate dinning
tables, and pai lies thai .iiv. If
thing airless many i.impusis
I was able lo mncw many
wdnn friendships with foi met
cl.i-.smak"! and their wives at
my 40th reunion in June of lln«s
year. 1 expressed my dismay at
the absence of a lot of colored
gr.ids, urrbaJly and in a '.e.tter
to President Cf-rety
I knew that the. reason foj
the absence, of my bWk dass-
m.iies was the ^hool'fa .sup-
port tor the 2nd Hl.vk Alnnini
gathering thai will lake place
Oclobei 22 through uV 24, '93
I objected to trie fii-̂ l one in 'yd,
bui went c'.nd e:iio\ed it—<is J
will 1his> one, even ihotiph 1
Wai Ukun off the husttominit-
ihi1 f-anie time for F-Vf SYONi.
Will 1 Ij^panies and Asians lie





describing the history major
read, "The purpose of studying
history is to determine the exact
moment when capitalism will
be crushed by the inevitable rise
of the proletariat." There may
be, and are history courses
taught from a Marxist perspec-
tive, but this perspective alone
does not define the major. The
radical feminist perspective
does seem to define the women's
studies major. Thus, the minds
of the students who are in the
best'position to discuss the sta-
tus of women at Trinity have
been trained not to consider
opinions that challenge the as-
sumptions discussed earlier.
I am personaEy not con-
vinced that women at Trinity
are oppressed, although I rec-
ognize many of the challenges
tHa*t are unique to women on
this campus. The task before all
of us as students, is to identify
such challenges in precise lan-
guage with a tolerance for all
the perspectives on them, and
then act upon the conclusions
that rational conversations on
this topic yield.
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Revolutionary Poet-Priest To Appear At Goodwin
BY JOANNA MARSDEN
Arts Editor
Sometimes within the bounds of our
sheltered and enclosed community, we
forget that there are other parts to the
world with cultures so different from
ours that even the most imaginative can-
not imagine. Those parts of the world
where a country's practices seem so
strange to us that they become unfath-
omable. Being forced into exile for ex-
pressing a political belief? Watching
people torturing a friend who wanted
reform? Having little power to stop the
government that reduces your home to
rubble?
The reality is that these things hap-
pen every day in countries all around the
world. The question is, how do we
wade through the media's propaganda
and find out what really happens out-
side our country?
We listen to people like Father
Ernesto Cardenal, the Nicaraguan poet
and priest who endured all of the things
listed above. We listen to his poems,
heartbreaking and heart-warming,
which tell about life in Nicaragua.
To know about Nicaragua's history
and how it affected Cardenal's life is to
better understand his poetry. Cardenal
was born in Granada in 1925. His family
was from the upper-class, so he had a
better opportunity to be educated in
Catholic schools. Because of this educa-
tion, he was able to read and write at a
time when more than half the country
was illiterate.
Cardenal attended theUniversityof
Mexico from 1943 to 1947, and then Co-
lumbia University in New York from
1947 to 1949. While at Columbia, he
discovered contemporary poets like
Marianne Moore, WaiiamC^rlo^^ffi^
iams, and Ezra Pound', tv was the star-
tling poetry of Italian fascist Pound that
monastery was Thomas Merton. The
two became close through translating
each other's poetry. Merton and Cardenal
also talked about establishing a religious
commune in Nicaragua where people
could freely discuss their beliefs.
Cardenal left the monastery in 1959
due to ill-health. Under Merton's en-
couragement, though, he studied for the
priesthood and was ordained in 1965.
Merton didn't live long enough to
see the commune plan carried through.
While in Bangkok to give a speech,
Merton died. Cardenal, deeply pained
by the loss, dealt with it in part by
writing "Coplas on the Death of Merton."
Cardenal still felt strongly about the
plan. He returned to Lake Nicaragua
and its archipelago of thirty-eight is-
lands and established the commune he
called Solentiname. The people who
lived at Solentiname, primarily fisher-
men and peasants, studied the Gospels
and vocally reacted to them as a congre-
gation. They were radical egalitarians in
a Christian-based community.
The activity in Solentiname reached
a point of radicalism that the Somoza
government could no longer tolerate. So,
in October of 1977, the dictatorship or-
' dered Solentiname to be destroyed.
Cardenal, again, was forced into exile.
Cardenal then became an ambassa-
dor for the FSLN (Frente Sandanista de
Liberacion Nacional). This group finally
toppled the Somoza government in
1979, and Cardenal restored Solentiname.
Under the new government of the
Sandinists, Cardenal was appointed the
Minister of Culture. In this position,
Cardenal says he strove for "democrati-
zation of culture." This was to be
achieved through the rediscovery of na-
tive customs: dances, costumes, and
l'oet-pnest Finrsto Cai di>n.il will hold ;i tree i ending on Ot tobi»i 20th. rnr PHOTO
IK .HIS
1 hrit top-secM flight at mghL
We irughl have lieen sliol Jim n. Hie mghL «.alm rind i lear.
1 hi* sky temung, SM arming •vvilh <sl«in» 1 hi- M'JJvy W.iy
so 1M lpht bohind the thick pain1 ol the w indov\,
<i sparkling whjle mas-* m the black in^hl
vwth its millions or ciolutionar} and revolutionary changes.
Wow w<< ^oinj; over the vvalci to a\ oid "somo/a's air force,
but i k w i o tht'coa-l
1'he uruli plane rh mj; low and trying slowly
Fjr-.l the lights of Rivas, taken and n'lakenln Smdirnsts,,
now .jlmost jn S.uuimisl Jvinds
Thi'ii othci lights. i"ii anada, in the hands of the I luarci
(it would bo atu< krH that night;
Masaya, complete!) libcialed bo man) fell then*
Farther oul a bright glow Managua Site ol so man\ battles
(I he Bunker) Still the stronghold of the CuAid
Diriamba, liberated. Jinotepe, fighting jt out So much heroism
He realized that one could juxtapose any images in poetry,
no matter how disparate, to convey whatever message was
desired. It was the kind of freedom Gardenal thrived in.
Hire instead of dictatorial culture.
influenced Cardenal the most. He real-
ized that one could, juxtapose any im-
ages inpoetry, no matter how disparate,
to convey whatever message was de-
sired. It was a kind of freedom that
Cardenal thrived in.
: Cardenal returned to Nicaragua in
1954. The Somoza government was in
power and had been systematically pil-
laging the nation's wealth since 1936.
"Tacho" Somoza had emplpyed such
corrupt techniques as taxing illegal
trades like prostitution and gambling,
extracting funds from the state coffers,
and sometimes seizing the property of
German immigrants.
The Somoza family amassed nu-
merous ranches and coffee plantations
to advance themselves as coffee-produc-
ers and landowners. Their holdings also
covered the food processing industry,
textiles, sea and air transport, and to-
bacco, to name a few. All of these accu-
mulations of capital had been obtained
through state-organized rackets.
Cardenal, along with other young
intellectuals who opposed the Somozas
and wanted reform, joined the National
Union in 1954. They conspired to oust
the corrupt Somozas, but their plan was
discovered. A few of Cardenal's friends
were tortured in front of him. He was
forced to flee the country.
Shortly after, in 1957, Cardenal had
a mystical experience and joined a
Trappist monastery in Kentucky. Under
the vow of silence, Cardenal was forbid-
den to write poetry, but he could take
notes on the masses. These notes later
would be the inspiration for many of his
poems.
Cardenal's spiritual director at the
In this position, Cardenal held many
poetry workshops and book festivals
which offered material at low prices.
During the time the Sandanists were in
power and Cardenal was Minister of
Culture, the Nicaraguan illiteracy rate
dropped from about 75% to 25%, due in
part to these workshops and festivals.
Cardenal's role as Minister of Cul-
ture ended in 1989, when the Sandanists
were no longer in power. But Cardenal is
still involved with religion arid politics.
Currently, he lives in Granada in his old
family home, which has been converted
to a haven for artists, writers, and musi-
cians. They are subsidized by his foun-
dation, The House of Three Worlds,
which he supports through his appear-
ances and books.
Cardenal's visit to Trinity will in-
clude readings from his latest work, Cos-
mic Canticle, The work, although tran-
scending definition, canbe best explained
asanarrative which weaves science and
evolution with love and human under-
standing. Written over a thirty year pe-
riod. Cosmic Canticle confirms Cardenal
as a dominant figure in 20th century
poetry.
Father Cardenal will share his po-
etry with us on October 20th, at 8 p.m. in
Austin Art's GoodwinTheater. Theread-
ing is free and open to. the public.
Cardenal is presented by the Office of
the Dean of the Faculty and the Trinity
College Poetry Center.
Don't miss the opportunity to hear
•Cardnal, the "lyrical spokesman .for the
Third World."
His work is a stunning example of
an extraordinary man and the troubled
world he comes from.
•t .Out Ihcie, in the ivmh I think 1 J('e
 s>.)iidmo'<s ramptue
g )
The stars above u->, ami Ihr snitiliness ot this land
but also \\b importance, these
un} lights of nun 1 think everything is hjjht.
The planet comes from the sun 'it is light turned solid
This plane's electricity is light. Us metal is light. T ho warmth
ot life comes from the sun
"Let BWJP be light"
There is also darkness.
There are strange reflections -1 don't know where llwv come
from - on the clear surface of the window s.
A red glow the tail hghfe of the plane.
And reflections on the calm sea- they must be stars
1 look at the light from my cigarette - R also comes from the sun,
fiom a star.
And the outline of a great ship. The U S. aircrdlt carrier
sent lo patrol the Pacific coast?
A big light on our i tghl .startles us A jet atiat king'
Mo The moon coming out, n half-moon, s,o peaceful, li t b\ the bun
The danger ol H> ing on such a clear night.
And suddenly the radio Tumbled words, filling (he -small plane
ITieliiiard? The pilot says "It's our side."
They're on our wavelengths
\ovv- vve'ic rloic to Leon, the territory liberated
A burning reddish-orange light, Uke-fhe rod-hot tip ot a n»;ar
Corinto •
tin? powerful lights of the Jocks flickering on the «.ea.
And now at last the heath at Ponelnya, and the plane ,-omzn<* m
to land, r'
•tin- sh mg of foam along the nwsl gleaming in the moonlight
The plant- coining dow n A smell ot niseitu ide
. Anil Soi gio tolls me " 1 he smell ot Nuwdgu.i''
It s ihe.umst il.ingei.oiis moment, enemy aiurjft
nniy be waiting fo; us, over this airport
And the airpoit lights al last
We've landed. Fiorn out ot the- dail< COOK- oh\ e green-chid comrades
to pert us with hugs
We feel their v\ aim bodies, thai also coinr fom (lie MJH
that also are light
This revolution is lighting the darkness
It was U^ybinak oajtilv I8lh. And U
ot all that v\as about to couie
FmcsloCrtiderul
I nsl pnntpd on CKmbn 17,
The Economics of the citibank
Classic Visa card. How Student Discounts and Price
Protect ion Contribute tO Upward grOWtll. A variety of factors have been
suggested as contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners
between the ages of 18 and 22, (2) a 37% increase on earnings from bottle and can returns, (3) more
students doubling earnings in the lightning round of game shows, and (4) the Citibank Classic Visa®
card. It's this last one, however, that affects most students. H The Citibank Classic Visa card offers
immediate savings to student cardmembers. ̂ u can save up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T
with the free Citibank Calling Service™ from MCI.1 And you can capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount
for domestic flights.2 Savings on mail order pur-
chases, sports equipment, magazines and music
also abound. Maximize these savings with a low
variable interest rate of 15.4%3 and no annual fee,
and you can significantly improve your personal
bottom line (especially if one's net income tends
No known picture of Washington smiling exists. Economists believe Washington was
unhappy because he felt he could have received a better deal on war supplies. Ifhe used a t ^ ^ . _ . t
Citibank Classic Visa card, he would have been assured of getting the best price and probably tO b e P r e t t y gTOSS). r U t a n o t h e r Way, One m i g h t
would have been happier. (Artist rendering of how he would have appeared on the dollar:)
even have enough savings to reinvest in a CD or two (the musical kind, of course). ^ On the way to the
record store, or any store for that matter, take stock of the 3 services concerned with purchases made on
the Citibank Classic card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item
advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150.4To protect
these investments, Buyers Security™ can cover them against accidental damage, fire or theft (ordinarily
causes for Great Depressions) for 90 days from the dale of purchase.4.And Citibank Lifetime
Warranty™ can extend the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years.5 f| But perhaps the
features which offer the best protection are your eyes, your nose, your mouth, etc.—all featured on The
Photocard, the credit card with your photo on it. Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile
takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it makes quite a good student ID, too.) Even if one's card is
Stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost Wallet™ Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. H So
never panic. As we all know, panic, such as in the Great Panics of 1837,1857, and 1929, can cause a
downswing in a market. But with 24-hour Customer Service, there's no reason for it. A question about
your account is only an 800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is
something else again.) *[j Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can
only be a boost. %u're investing in futures—that future house, that future car, etc. And knowing the
Citibank Classic Visa card is there in your wallet should presently give you a sense of security, rare in
today's—how shall we say?—fickle market. *fiTo apply, call. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. And
call if you'd simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. Here's the num-
ber: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19. H The Law of Student
Supply and Demand states, "If a credit card satisfies more of a
student's unlimited wants and needs, while reducing the Risk
Factor in respect to limited and often scarce resources—with





dents will demand said credit card." So, demand away—call. Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.
'Savings claim is based on a 10-minute night/weekend call in the 1,911 to 3,000 mileage band using MCI's Card Compatibility rates vs. AT&T^ standard calling card rates, effective 4/93. Citibank Calling
service longdistance usage cannot be applied to obtain benefits under any other MCI partner program or offer, including travel award programs. "Ofier expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is SlOOi
Rebates are far Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. 'The Annual Percentage Rale for purchases is 15.4%as of 8/93 and may vary quarterly. The Annual Percentage Rate for cash
igram Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The
Monarch Notes® Version:
The Citibank Classic Visa card will
be there for you with special stu-
dent discounts, no fee, and a low
rate...so your own economy will
be mote like a boom than a bust.
Call 1-800-CITIBANK, ext. 19.
Zurich, International UK Limited. sCertain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company, Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the minimum
based on retail industry data. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. Monarch35 Notes are published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a
Paramount Communications Company. Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota). N.A.,©1993 Citibank (South Dakota), RA, Member FDIC.
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CMestudic/s Fab Four
ORLANDO ' FrL Oct. 8-Sat. Oct. 9
Tues. Oct. 5 . 9;25
7:30 (U.S./Britaitv 1993) THE AP-
(Britain, 1993) Written and di- POINTMENTS OF DENNIS
reeled, by Sally Potter. Based on JENNINGS, Director: Dean
the novel by Virginia Woolf. I'arisot Written by Steven
Cinematography by Aleskei Wright and Mike Armstrong.
Rodinov, Cast: Tilda Swinton, PETS OR MEAT, written and
Charlotter Valandrey, Quentin directed by Michael Moore. A
Crisp. bidependentBritishfflm- SENSE OF HISTORY, directed
maker Sally Potter's stunning by Mike Leigh/ written by Jim
adaptation of the satirical novel Broadbent, A rare chance to see
by Virginia Woolf has been the three humorous short films by
hit of art houses worldwide, innovative directors who share
PotteraddsaPeterGreenaway- a finesense of absurdity, inPets
like ability to create dazzling or Meat: The Return-to Flint
tableauxandahumorouspoliti- Michel .Moore (Roger and Me)
cal edge of her own to the light- returns to Michigan for a fanny
hearted story of a young aristo* update on his hometown, in-
crat who is transformed into a dudingme"BurtriyIady.''Mke
gender-switching immortal. Leigh (High Hopes, life, is Siueet)
The brilliant stage actess Tilda follows actor/writer Jim
Sivjrton 'tukiis Orl-ipdp'i MUIIJ Bioadhpnt, lisl <.pen ns fhebnr
gi' Err> !hiiMj,;h ihi-i. 'ilu- kinder in Jv I ':,iil; Giitm. as
rit •• Lolally entrancing ind uV 7*rd I,nrl ot I «•!>•• pv ins ,i
Quenhn;f iisp if. ur.tW^et table hiljiiouh toui iJ'ioni;hhw him
a IcLhcious Queen I Ib.iheih Hv ostolt*. Jhou'1 nut enough
iLr,~i'U'*'tly>i'''"i!iit'i'ii i/-' rriiim to liPMnbc Ihe wild and
.mm.* m l'ic/ip-
s\otv win FE AND
SfVEN DWAKJ-S
Hcil. ( \1. n-.sni. Oclu
Shaman To Perform Ritualistic Dance
IVUr Tra\w-v KiOimj Stone.
I min.
iVomthr-dnrt'iirof io ',•(>>•'.> Ut
TUT. I'u '>«-), bul it J e ^ r / o d h , if
unuxp 11. IPIJ ly, u on an Accu.1 troy
Awaid for Ei-M I i\c Action
Short 7y mm
'he tdiivlc Ir by
ihiM'SrofluM<;Giiinm. Si'ipt-rus- DAYSOFHtAVtN
irj.', Director: Da \ i c l J l and Sun. Out. 10-TuevCVt. 12
Sorgs by Larry Mora indl'itink 7 30
Cast: Siu>w While, (1978) Written and chtvetod by
Hie Queen; also starring: Doc, TerrwiceMalick(Bi7<?hm&). Cjn-
Happy, Grumpy, Sneexy, cmatography, by .Ncsto.r
Inn
' ' n o I i i i i i | i n
I IP In VI in/




Hi-Ah Park, a Korean shaman, shows (wo poses of her ritualistic dance which she is





6th at 8 pm, Austin Arts Center
will present an evening of d ance
and movement featuring Hi-ah
Park, This fascinating artist has
traveled the globe for the past
two decades, using dance to
address worldwide issues.
Her deep concern for na-
ture and humankind, as well as
the relationship between them,
stems from her years of study-
ing Shamanism. Her initiation
in 1981 as a mudartg (Korean
shaman) sparked the under-
standing and appreciation for
Korea's ancient indigenous
sharnanic practices as well as
her passion for art.
Hi-ah Park is the first
woman tobe designated a Court
Musician in Korea, and is con-
sidered the finest classical Ko-
rean dancer of her generation.
Park is dedicated to serving the
global community as a Shaman
artist by performing and teach-




ment andbasic ritual techniques,
Park hopes to achieve a univer-
sal understanding of her work.
"Through the reintegration of
art, spirit and nature each of us
can develop a deep sense of
grounded truth about who we
areandwhatwe are doing here."
Working with music com-
posed by the MU-A Orchestra,
Park seeks to convey her mes-
sage in an innovative way. The
music is put together with the
help of exotic instruments such
as the glass harp, bow-chime,
and fluglehorn. These instru-
ments help open doors to new
sonic dimensions. They serve to
evoke images of the elements
such as hurricanes, airplanes,
thunder or even dolphin songs.
The sound pattern changes
smoothly between natural and
synthetic tone variations. These
variations help emphasize and
suggest meaning without ob-
scuring the musical arrange-
ment.
With this complex music
added to Park's movement and
ritualistic dance, the night prom-
ises to be quite a spectacle. A
tricky balance for some, but not
for Hi-ah Park, a true master of
her passion.
Wadsworth Atheneum Revives Two
Audrey Hepburn Film Classics
The Trinity Jazz Band was one of the many musical
groups to delight the Parents' weekend crowd.
BETH PIRO
BY JOANNA MARSDEN
Arls Editor '. ~~
This weekend the
Wadsworth Atheneum's Aetna
Theater continues its celebra-
tion of Audrey Hepburn films
with two classics, Breakfast at
Tiffany's and Charade.
:In Breakfast at Tiffany's
(1961), Hepburn graces the
screen as the capricious call girl,
Holly Golightly. Golightly be-
comes involved with a New
York writer, played by George
Peppard, who is entranced with
this slightly crazy and exotic
creature. Hepburn garnered an
Academy Award •.Nomination
for this role which immortal-
ized her as the innocently sen-
sual sprite.
The thriller Charade (1963)
stars Hepburn as Regiha
Lampert and Gary Grant as Pe-:
ter Joshua, The film opens
when Mrs. Lampert retuns
home after an Alpine holiday to
discover that her husband has
been murdered. Joshua,whom
she met in the Alps, helps her
solve the mystery of her
husband'sdeathandthewhere-
abouts of the money her
husband's ex-cronies are will-
ing to kill for, This Hitchcock-
influenced film is packed with
suspense, romance, and of
course, seemingly effortless
one-liners from the handsome
• G r a n t . "; • . / • '• ;••
These two films are shown
back' to back on Thursday and
Saturday at 7:30 p.m., and Sun-
day at 2:00 p.m.. Admission is
$5 for both movies, with a $1
discount if you eat at any Hart-
ford restaurant. The Wadsworth
Atheneum's Aetna Theater is
located on 600 Main Street, Hart-
ford.
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In A Search To Help Trinity Students...
Boots And Birks Give Sound Advice
BY BOOTS AND BIRKS
Features Writers
Dear Boots and Birks,
When I first met my
roommate I thought she was the
balls. Then she opened her
mouth and from there it's been
downhill. She whines, she's
spoiled, she's all cocky about
her ugly boyfriend. She'sstingy,
and she brags about her wealth.
She gets mad at me when I wake
her up (by shutting the door
lightly). Her boyfriend lives in
our room despite the fact that he
lives alone in his room. We have
a fake relationship, and I can't
be mean to her face. What should
I do?
Sick of a rich bitch
Dear Sick,
Being mean to your
roommate wouldn't solve any
problems anyway. What you
need to do is approach your
roommate and talk about how
you're feeling. Try to meet some-
where outside of your, room
(neutral ground), like the Bistro,
Cave or the Underground. You
have to let her know that you
feels as though she's invading
your space by constantly hav-
ing her boyfriend around.
This may be difficult for you
to do, but "Honesty is the best
policy" and I'm sure you'll both
be happier in the long run. When
you talk to your roommate don't
attack her by pointing out the
little things about her that bother
you.
If she feels like she's being
personally attacked she will only
become defensive and the two
of you will not resolve any thing.
Living with someone is very
challenging. Remember you
have flaws too. Keep in mind
that nobody is perfect. Keep a'.
positive attitude and things
should go smoothly. Good Luck!
Birks - ' •'
Dear Boots and Birks,
I know that you usu-
ally receive funny letters and
everything, but this is really se-
In reality, no one is safe from
this national problem. I applaud
your ability to face this fact, even
though it must be terrifying for
In the end, we ended up having sex and even
though he told me he put a condom on, after
it was over I realized he hadn't. I'm really
really scared and I need to know where to get
an anonymous AIDS test.
rious. Please, take me seriously,
I need your help. Last weekend
I was talking to this guy and
from the beginning I could tell
that he was only talking to me to
get one thing. He was totally the
charmer type and kept telling
me how pretty I was. I ended up
drinking much more than I had
planned to, plus my girlfriends,
who I came to the party with,
left me.
It was almost 2 o'clock and
I needed someone to walk me
home; So I asked this guy to,
and he seemed very excited and
happy. Anyway, one thing led"
to another during our walk
home, so he came up to my room;
I have a single.
In the end, we ended up
having sex and even though he
told me he put a condom on,
after it was over I realized he
hadn't. I'm really, really scared
and I need to know where to get
an anonymous AIDS test. What's
the likelihood I have it? Do you
know the percentages oh cam-




' Dear Scared, :
I can understand how
you could be feeling frightened,
I'm glad that you wrote to us.
Many people feel that Trinity's
campus is safe and free from
problems such as AIDS. There-
fore, many students think that
unprotected casual sex is okay.
This Week's Top 12
Top Twelve Things To Do
During Reading Week.
12) Kvari.
11 > Gnm \ our fingviiKiils rvall\. reall\ loni! so
\IIII c m set in the timiiiu'ss Hook ot W orld
Uicoids.
10) I-Aort ist1 > OUT bedshnfo.
y) ( i am for Homecoming '93 at the \ kin.
8) OnK 81 shopping days 'til \inas!
\ C'hia-PWIM makes a \a\dy gift.
7) Find out when \dd/I)rop period ends and
finish Inning books for i lasses.
6) I' ill out that organ donor card.
5) '1 wo words: Road Trip.
4) \ \ atrh si!1 those episodes of "I lmnnn'%
Head" >ou taped.
3) Shut up! I row frew.
h Run for (imemor.
tt Open IVriod. 'NnH said.
you. In order to find out some
answers for you, I went to the
infirmary.
I was informed that they do
not know any statistics about
AIDS on campus, for obvious
reasons. Mostpeople,like your-
self, are too scared to go to them
for help. The woman who
helped me however, did tell me
that they do not usually recom-
mend AIDS tests to students here
at Trinity because the risk factor
is so low.
Yet I'm sure this doesn't
ease your mind. So here are a
list of numbers you can call to
set up an appointment for an
anonymous test in our area, as
well as some other useful num-
bers of people and services on
and off campus which may be
able to talk tayou and offer sup-
port.
They are located in Hartford.
U.S. Dept. of Health and Hu-






Medical Office: Ext. 2018,2019
Dean of Students: Ext. 2154,2155
Women's Center: Ext. 2408
Counseling Office: Ext. 2414,
2415
Chaplain Office: Ext. 2012
Please take advantage of
these services. I'm. sure they will
be able to help you. Just remem-
ber, you are not to blame and




Pood, MnSio and LotS of
Where: Washington Room
When : Oct.7, 1993 at 8:00 PM
Come «ut and support your friends while they
auditions for MTV Lip Service!






3 Entree With Purchase Of
rj Another Of Same Or Greater Value.
15% Gratuity On Total.
Serving Late
M-Th ll:30am-Midnight
Fri 11:30 am - 3am
Sat 10:00am - 3 am
Sun 10:00am - 8 pm






Hartford's Original AlternatiTe Music Dance Club
Wed: 50 cent drafts all night Thurs: Live Bands
Friday: DJ Andy Taylor ofWRTC Sat: DJ Jon Condit
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"A Tribe Called Rape?" A Womyn's View
BYELUEPOND
Senior Editor
In the 1990 Tribe Called Quest release,
"People's Instinctive Travels and the
Paths Of Rhythm," there exists a dis-
turbing example of the patriarchy that
consumes our culture and causes vio-
lence against womyn. I choose to place
the specific song, "Bonita Applebum"
under the microscope of radical feminist
criticism. I focused on the specific, be-
cause only through understanding the
specific, can the liberated womyn under-
stand the general subplots of the culture
that oppresses her. In this essay I will
show that "Bonita Applebum" is rape,
through a careful decoding of the spoken
and unspoken messages found withinit.
The title of the song at first appear-
ance sugges ts an Hispanic-Jewish Ameri-
can womyn's name, but under closer
inspection the titJe of the song is not a
womyn's name at all, but rather a porno-
graphic description of a womyn. Bonita
means beautiful in Spanish, bum is En-
glish slang referring to one's buttocks,
and apple is the linking object/adjective
that is the reference to the buttock's shap e.
The song's title is simultaneously a
womyn's name, and an abstract buttocks.
In the song's title the lead rapper Q-tip
-equates womynhood with a buttocks.
Throughout western literature the but-
tocks is traditionally the metaphor of
evil, thus Bonita Applebum is an evil
buttocks. The buttocks though, is dis-
guised as an apple. In this respect Q-tip
is playing the role of Adam to Bonita's
Eve. Bonita Applebum assumes the role
of corrupter, and is therefore justifiably
raped in the male logic of Q-tip.
It is no accident that Q-tip is also the
name of a popular ear- cleaning phallus.
It is common knowledge that the pen-
etration of the uterine like aural canal by
the cotton tipped penis ear cleaner, (com-
monly known as cleaning one's ear) is a
legally unrecognized form of rape. Q-tip
is actually attempting to rape Bonita, by
attempting to cleanher ear. Q-lip, though,
is cloaking his sexual violence in a
phallocentric appeal to the patriarchal
male God when he coyly says, "You and
me baby, we'reamatch made in heaven."
Q-tip claims the rape as a preordained
phenomenon, denying the autonomy of
the abstracted apple/buttocks. This re-
turns us to the dialectic between cor-
rupter Eve and corrupted Adam.
The most persuasive evidence for
my thesis is found in the repeated chant/
chorus of the song. Q-tip raps, "Bonita
Applebum, you gotta put me on." It is
tip does not ask for Bonita's. consent to
put him on, he assumes she's 'gotta' put
him on. Surely Q-tip's behavior would
not be tolerated in the enlightened com-
munity of Antioch college, yet in the
penis dominated sub culture of rap mu-
sic, Q-tip is praised.
At one point in the song (rape) Q-tip
says, "If you need 'em, I got crazy pro-
phylactics." This is an aspect of the song
It is no mistake that Q-tip is also the name of a popular
ear-cleaning phallus. It is common knowledge that the
penetration of the uterine-Uke aural canal by the cotton-
tipped penis ear cleaner (commonly known as cleaning
one's ear) is a legally unrecognized form of rape."
crucial to analyze, what is not said in this
chorus. When the unspoken, assumed
chorus is fused with the spoken chorus,
Q-tip actually says, "Bonita Applebum
you gotta put me on (top of you, so I can
rape you)" Even without the unspoken
chorus, Q-tip is issuing imperatives to
Bonita, demanding her to put him on. Q-
that begs for interpretation. The key
word in this phrase, is the adjective 'crazy'
referring to prophylactics. This phrase
tacitly assumes that a right of a womyn
to determine her own pregnancy is to be
treated as a psychological disorder. The
idea that prophylactics themselves are
please turn to page 15
What Were You Hiding This Parenfs Weekend?
PHOTOS BY KELLY COLLIS
' . j*-
Adrian West'97
" I would not want them to
find out about...I can't tell
you, but it concerns a
phone."
Brian Burnim '94 and
"Fred"
Kara Ryczek '96
. "That my roommate gave
" I just want to get a picture - me a cat with no fail." '
of me and Fred in here."
Robyn Adcock '94
"That THC is the drug of
choice."
ScoH Saperbton '94
"That I actually don't have







"That my roommate is a
bitch."
Bill Padula'96
" The things I hide m my
closet."




Aries (March 20-April 19)
Be Miro and watch tor exciting so-
cial ownls. People want to bo aioiuul
voui shininji personality. A nc-w low
may nut inrcl up to yo LI i1«i pecia I ions so
bo prepared for disappointment.
Taurus (April 20-May 19)
Be ready tmomedownfiom a \ old-
tile time iii vour life. Personal and pro-
fessional rclation-ihips prow to be very
taxing, but vwn though you are ex-
hauMed,keep plugging away; your airn-
milinent will soon pa\ ofi.
Gemini (May 20-Junc 19)
The time ha» conic for you U) relish
ii\ ihe benefits of your fruitful labor All
of your hard work and commiunrnihas
paid off. and it is time for you to play
Let your best friend give you a masMi>c
and don't woiry abou ttheconsequences..
Cancer (June 20-July 19)
Now is Ihe time to let loose and
have tun. I he past few months ha\ e
been hill of streps for you. Go cut and
have a good lime. Make MJU- and keep
with you the ability to communicate
your dchires and needs. It will keep
your personal lite in the clear in the
future
Leo (July 20-August 19)
rhis month vou have been living
up to a lot of expectation*-both arademi-
Cc-.Ili and proh'sftionally. It is time to
roks.li in the respect you havu won from
^V&xiB&igues. Viakesurerandconiide
in -i new found fiiend'and cuddle with
soun ont, you low'
Virj»o (August 20-ScptombfT 19)
Youi short ternpei and hurMi -sense
of humor arc not appreciated. Make
Mire and be kind to those friends who
support \on ewn Ihiough jour lou<>h
rime-, ft on though you are dealing
with a lot of pressure, continue to smile
and have a good tune with friends
Libra (Sept.20-Oct 19)
Vou have the option to begin a new
rolationslupwithsoaieone who has beer
doso to vou for a long time. Go to t
museum and appreciate the beauty o-
sumi-thing that has been around longei
than you have. Send flowers to youi
molher. She misses you a lot.
Scorpio (Oct. 20-Nov.19)
i'jepare yourself for that long dis
lance trip you have planned for Reading
VVock. Make sure and have a positive
attitude when spending time with the
poop Ic you love. Upon your return, trj
and find some involvement in campu
activities "Hie people you mei-t coulc
prove to be lifelong friends.
Sagittarius (Nov.20-Oec.19)
Continue to build on youriigorou!
d isciplined routine. Your acddomio pei
si-wrance will soon be greatly rewarded
Make sure and orier good <id\ia» to
irienJ who may need tl. Smile. Life 1
tull of great surp
Capricorn (Pec. 20-Jan. If)
Now i1* the lime for vou to do some
tiling tor you wit . Indulge yourself in
shopping spree or huy a bottle ol grea
wine and vvafch an old black and whili
imnif\ Consider tnking a risk in Iht
linandal *>ettmj2;. Ibc benefits i oulil bi
very .rewarding.
Aquarius (Jan.20-Feb. 19)
Buckle down this week and stud
hard. Your upcoming exams will hi
demanding The future looks bright
although a long rdat ioi whip maybe com-
ing L» a quick clow. The freedom A wi
give you to explore \ our ervati\ e sid
will be most beneficial.
Pisces (Veto. 20-March 19)
sell lo bt Jovud by MUIICUHC YV'Î O na-
been trying to pet close to you Yous
Ei lends are offering a groat deal of sup-
poi I, be su re and take it and make •sure k
reciprocate sometime in Ihe near future
Keep your 100m neat You nt>\ er know
who might b-how up
Bonita Applebutn is Rape
continued from page 14
crazy, suggests that Q-tip views womyn
as sexual objects, and baby incubators.
The song (rape) ends when a group
of men repeat the chant like prayer, "Can
I kick it?" This chant signifies an end to
the four minute Bonita episode, and a
preview to the next song's chorus of the
same name. Q-tip and the rest of the
Tribe Called Quest, ask a rhetorical ques-
tion in "Can I kick it?" I ask, what are you
asking to kick? The it in this question
must refer to the abstracted apple/but-
tocks of Bonita. The question, though,
takes on sinister proportions when we
consider the response to the question is,
"yes you can." Thus Q-tip and the tribe
end their rape with a mass beating of the
womyn/buttocks/apple. This is intoler-
able.
In the process of writing this I have
come to a new conclusion. "Bonita
Applebum" is not just rape alone, it is
gang rape, as evidenced in the end chants
of "can I kick it." I have listened to
"Bonita Applebum" 21 times, and each
time I have listened, a piece of my
womyn/spirit has been taken from me.
There is a common alliance between
our sisters raped in Bosnia, and our sis-
ters listening to rap music. We are all
equally oppressed and raped by the
dominant male phallocracy.
Before we can even address the
> physical rape of womyn in Bosnia, we
must concentrate all of our efforts in
censoring the Q-tips from our media.
We must recognize tha t the only way our
society will change, is if we address the
causes of our objectification.
Sisterhood is powerful!
Penises are bad!
Eli Lake contributed to this report
III Did You Know???
From The Tripod Archives: 1
George Will-Wild-Eyed Liberal ?
In the March 16, 1965 special issue of the Tripod, dedicated to highlighting
Trinity's history of community service, George F. Will '62 is portrayed as a man
with quite different beliefs than the ones he espouses on Sunday Mormng talk
shows, or in his Pulitzer Prize winning columns in Newsweek Magazine.
In his senior year at Trinity, Mr. Will helped spearhead a city-wide campaign to
save convicted murderer Benjamin Reid from execution. Reid's sentence was
com'mutedfrom death to life imprisonment. The commutation was the Connecticut
Board of Pardon's first in 12 years.
I t Proving that-he ivas every bit as concise and artfulwith the'English language then
I as he is now,Will's impassioned plea on behalf of Reid was powerful. "Nozv is the
H time to prevent the recidivistic crime of retributive, vengeful justice...", Will
M wrote.
• The sometimes bow-tie adorning intellectual went on to describe his friends and co-
n workers on the Reid project as "...a band of drifting iconoclasts trapped in its own
If phrenetic slumber. We were set to purge, ivith fire if necessary, evil vested
^ ^ i n t "
1/2 Price entire menu 4 pm til 10 pm
includes: Beer • Wine • Pizza
Wood Fired Brick Oven
296-0353
341 Franklin Ave. Hartford
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Women's Soccer Beat Nichols, Lose to Williams
BY LISSA SMITH
MEU.YCOUK
Alyson Guild '97 leads the offense with excellent ball control.
Sports Writer
So the old song goes, "you
take the good, you take the bad."
The Trinity women's soccer
team knows these "facts of life."
They hummed this tune last
week as they beat Nichols 3-1
away on Tuesday but lost to
Williams 2-0 on Saturday at
Home.
At Nichols, the team started
their week of ups and downs.
Another bus ride, another
strange field, another away
game. However, this time, they
/were ready; ready for lots of
shots on goal, lots of communi-
cation, lots of good passing.
The Bants came out firsthalf
with a desire to put a win under
their belt. They capitalized on
Nichols'weaknesses and played
a balanced controlled game of
wide fields,, good passing and
talking. By half time, the women
had turned their hard work into
two goals for Trinity. Nichols
had one. Chris'Kelly '96'and
Jenny Rogers-'96 were respon-
sible for the Bantams 2-1 lead,
each placing a shot on the back
of the net.
Though maybe to an ex-
cess, the team sat back on their
heals with the confidence that
the first half could carry them
through the second. Freshman
Samantha Desmarais' goal, the
team finally regained control of
the game, and they played out
the rest of the half, leaving Trin-
ity with a 3-1 win against the
green and white.
1 Wednesday's rest and an
easy run was well deserved and
well received. Thursday and
Friday, however, proved that the
Trinity women were gearing up
for a tough match-up on Satur-
day. Senior co^captains Janet
York and Kristen Diesel were
prepping the team for a big win;
while coaches worked on indi-
vidual weaknesses and team
strengths.
Parents arrived, the fields
were graffiti covered, and the
school was ready for their all
time rivals. The sun was beating
down, the other fields were lit-
tered with Williams players, and
the Trinity students and fans
emerged from the dorms to
cheer their teams to victory.
For the first 25 minutes of
play, Trinity held Williams.
Though the purple dominated
the play, strong defense was held
together, by Lea Wedge's '95
controlof thefield. Alyson Guild
'97 led some great, though un-
successful, offensive runs. Play-
ers were tracked and mid-field-
ers were run all over the field,
then subbed-out to rest. Will-
iams controlled the ball with
their great use of the field and
astounding passing. Their ef-
forts paid off inagoal with 10:32
left to play in the half.
Trinity kept it together and
held on until the half time. They
came out with an intense desire
to redeem themselves. The play
picked up as both teams' inten-
sity increased two fold. Sue Lally
'96 had over 15 saves, beautiful
punts, and great outlet passes to
Diesel and Benagh Richardson
'95. Unfortunately, Williams'
switching and offensive mind-
set resulted in another goal with
17 minutes left on the clock.
As the clock ticked at what
seemed neck-breaking speed,
Trinity tried to maintain com-
posure. They made a valiant ef-
fort but the Lady Bants was un-
able to recover. With disap-
pointed faces but optimistic
thoughts, the women's soccer
team looks ahead to next week.
Coach Maureen Pine says "you
just pick up and keep going."
We will see where they go on
Thursday against Smith at 4:00
and Saturday against Wheaton
at 11:00. Come out and support
them. '
Tennis Drops Two; Exciting, Close Competition
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sporty Writer
This pas t week was a tough
one for Women's Varsity ten-
nis, withhardworkingpractices '
and two match losses, one on
the road at UConn and the other
at Trmity against Williams. But
the highlight was playing in
front of parents and friends on a
gloriousday vs. the Ephmenlast
Saturday.
TheLadyBantsplayedhard
in both matches and came up
empty handed, but their efforts
are to be applauded.
The Bantams traveled to
UConnlastTuesdayfora match
up against the Division I Hus-
kies. The Bantams were hungry
to revenge their 3-6 loss last sea-
son.
Last Tuesdays singles re-
sults were as follows : Co-cap-
tain. #1 Anita Shin '94 lost in a
tough three setter 5-7, 6-2, 3-6;
#2 Anne Cluck '96 lost 2-6,3-6,
#3 Mary {Catherine Reifenheiser
'97 lost 2-6, 2-6; #4 Karen
Birgbauer won 6-1,6-2; and #5
Co-Captain Kristen Scholhamer
'94 and #6 Kerrie Okraska '96
pulled out victories to tie the
match score.
The ladies were excited
with a such a close score going
into the doubles. The teams of
Okraska and Scholhamer, and
BirgbauerandReifenheiserboth
lost with close scores, but all
eyes were on the #1 doubles
match with Shin and Chick.
They had lost the first set 1-
6, but kept fighting to win the
next set in a close 7-6. To the
disappointment of both teams.
Roggfs Garage
Mark Fantone 'Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with It)
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles





the match had to be called due
to the darkness. The final score
of the competition, was 5-3
Uconn, giving the Huskies a win.
Going into Saturday's
match, the Bantams were ready
to meet the Ephmen, as they
always bring out the best in Trin-
ity. Last year, however, Trinity
suffered a 9-0 loss. The Ephmen
had a dream season last year
with a 10-0 record and were the
,New England Division III cham-
pions, . .• . ' . '
But the Bantams still be-
lieved that they could puncture
a hole in the Williams line up, It
was a great day for tennis as a
small crowd of' students and
parents gathered at the home
courts. The match started in the
morning with the singles com-.
petition.
All eyes were on the #1
singles match up of Anita Shin
(See profile on page 18) against
Williams' Rebecca Mallory '95.
The first set was close the whole
way. Shinstruggledtostay con-
sistent due fo Mallory's power-
ful strokes.
Shin pulled ahead, 6-5, but
her opponent came back with'a
great service game and broke
Shin's serve, sending the set
\ into a tie breaker.
She fou'ght hard but came
up empty handed, losing the
tie-breaker and the^set 6-7. Shin
lost the secbnd set 2-6. As .ex-
pected, Williams dominated al-
most every other match, but the
quality of play was higher than
the final scores might indicate.
Okraska»icame through
with the only victory against the
Ephmen's captain Lisa
Monachino'94 6-3, 6-4. She
played #5 singles for this match
because Scholhamer who usu-
ally plays in this spot was tak-
ing her LSAT's; Okraska per-
formed well in this position and
displayed showed why she'll be
an integral part of the Bants'
future.
She commented on the day,
"Everyone went into their
matches determined to play
their best and we did. We came
much closer than last year and
we played well."
Mia Ho '95 had a tough
singles match but she played
admirably in the #6 position.
She also played well with her
partner Okraska in their first
please him to page 17
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Field Hockey 5-1 After Tough Loss To Williams
BY ELLEN SCORDINO
Sports Writer
The result of this past
week's events is a 5-1 record for
the women's field hockey team.
Although the week began on a
positive note with a win against
Amherst on Wednesday, the
team's record was blemished
when they were defeated by
Williams on Saturday.
The Lord Jeffs traveled to
Trinity last Wednesday with a
record of 3-1. They have had
their best opening season so far
as they have been holding their
opponents to ties and defeating
them in overtime. The game
between the Bants and the Lord
Jeffs seemed to be somewhat of
a stalemate as Trinity was not
playing at their best and
Amherst was playing very tight
and physical. Arnherst kept the
game at a slow pace and Trinity
had trouble adapting. The score
remained a tie at 0-0 until the
last ten minutes of the first half
when Trinity's Monica lacono
'95 took a shot that escaped the
goaltender and several defen-
sive players and hit the boards
for the first and only point of the
game.
During the first ten min-
utes of the first half, Heather
Morgan '96, a Bantam halfback,
was struck in the head and suf-
fered a head injury that took her
out of the game until the last
fifteen minutes of the game.
Vivian Chong '95, Morgan's re-
placement, played a commend-
able game off the bench. How-
ever, miscommunication re-
sulted in penalty corners for
Amherst in the last minute of
the game when Trinity had one
less person on defense than al-
lowed. Trinity's goal tender,
Alisha Wayman '95, played su-
perbly as she held the Lord Jeffs
scoreless with four saves. For-
tunately, the Bants pulled it off
and the game ended with the
home team as the victors.
The team's next game was
on Saturday against Williams
and there were no predictions
of the outcome. Trinity's usual
sweeperback, Marcia Gray '94,
wasn't able to attend the game
and this required some adjust-
ments on the part of the coach
and the players. Instead of the
usual four forwards, the Bants
played with only three in order
to add another defender.
As numerous parents and
alumni watched, the Bants suf-
feredadisappointingloss. How-
ever, the fans were able to wit-
ness an outstanding perfor-
mance from all of the players on
the field. It was an excellent
match even though it did not
end in favor of Trinity.
During the first half of the
game, the team saw a lot of op-
portunities on offense. A high-
light was when senior co-cap-
tain Braxton Jones took a pow-
ered point blank shot at the goal
which was returned by a fabu-
lous save from the Williams
goaltender.
Trinity also dominated the
game offensively in the second
half, but the players found it
hard to cover all of the rebounds
since they were missing an of-
fensive player.
With about two minutes left
to the game, Williams came
down the end of the field and
took a shot at the goal.
Goaltender, Wayman, returned
the ball to the field with a save
but it fell right into the stick of
another Williams player who
pushed theball through an open
lane and into the net. This
brought the game to 0-1 with
1:24 to go. The game ended as a
disappointing 0-1 loss; buttKe
Bants are' not in despair since
they played extremely well.
Most of the teams in
Trinity's league have also suf-
fered at least one loss except for
Smith College, which remains
undefeated. Trinity does not
meet up with them until next
Katie Altshul '97 challenges for the ball. KELLY CuLLI
Thursday, October 14th, which
will be a grueling ma tch at home
for the Bants.
This Wednesday, the team
will be on the road to Conn.
College at 3:30 with JV. Conn.
has had a rough start this season
with a record of 1-4 and they are
under a lot of pressure. After
Conn. College, the Lady Bants
will be at home on Saturday
against Clark at 11:00
Men's Soccer Stiffers Two Losses
continued from page 20
rebound rand booted it past
Louis into the back of the net.
Except for one unlucky bounce,
the Bantams played intense,
physical soccer in the first half.
In the second half, frustra-
tion took its toll on the Bantams
as an early goal by Spear off a
corner kick increased the Cam-
els lead to 2-0. Having to play
come-from-behind soccer, the
Bantams physical play had a
negative result.
Paulo Rodriguez '94 was
given his second yellow card of
the game, resulting in a red card
and automatic ejection from the
contest, oh a debatable call. Trin-
ity coach Ed Mighten and the
fans voiced their displeasure
with the call. With the help of
som$ more questionable calls by
the officials, the Camels were
able to control the possession of
the ball, With six minutes left,
Spear closed out the scoring for
the Camel victory. •
The final score was 3-0, but
it could have been different if
Trinity had converted some of
its many scoring chances. Goal-
keeper Lotiis added after the
game, "We had our chances, but
in order to beat the good teams
(Corin, Williams), we have-to
play smart and play our type of
game." .
A bigger task ensued on
Saturday as the Bantams hosted
the Ephmen of Williams Col-
lege as part of the campus wide
festivities for Parent's Weekend.
On a beautiful October morn-
ing, and in front of a large and
supportive crowd, the Bantams
had a chance to avenge last
year's defeat to the Ephmen.
In the scoreless first half,
the Bantams played with poise,
but with their trademark aggres-
sive style. The defense, led by
freshman Jay Bangash and cap-
tain Afsar-Keshmiri who was
playing with a separated shoul-
der, was playing well. Goal-
keeper'joshua Borus '95, in his
first start of the season, also
played well. ':
For the first twenty min-
utes of the second half, both
teams played evenly until
sophomore midfielder Kevin
Kane scored on an unassisted
goal. With the crowd now
pumped up, the Bantams looked
to control the tempo of the game,
However, that would not
be the case, as Ephman John
Thompson (no relation to (he
famous Georgetown basketball
coach) scored off a corner kick
on a set play. With the score tied
1-1, the Bantams tried to convert
the ball offensively. Bruno,
Cartin, Sean McEUigott '96, and
senior captain Chris Piliero all
tried to gel the ball into the scor-
ing zone but to no avail.
With about five minutes
left, Williams' Thompson was
tripped near the goal and was
awarded a penalty shot. Th-
ompson promptly beat Borus
and Williams led 2-1.
Bruno commented about
thatparticular play, "That was a
very questionable call by the
official. It really wasn't obvious
contact. It [resulting penalty shot
goal] .took the wind out of our
sails. We really didn't get many
breaks." As a result, Williams
held on and defeated the Ban-
tams 2-1 as a part of the morning
sweep of Trinity soccer teams.
After an exhausting,
but exciting game, Brurio
summed up the team's feelings.
"Right now we know our of-,
fense is a little down, but we
haven'tcau Htabreakinawhile.
i Hitting cro; ,,,,;>ars, bad calls, ete.̂
are not hel,: >ng: us. We need tô  „
catch a brajt., " However, later,
Bruno did s'e/ that the morale of
the team was not down. "After
today's game versus Williams,
we know, and they know, that
we played them hard. We can't
put our heads between our tails,
we just have to come back next
game. No excuses!"
Even though it was a
frustrating week for the soccer
team, there is a sen:e of connV
dence throughout th-.t they can
comeback and win more games.
The season is only one-third
over; there is still a longseason
l e f t . ' ; • • : , , : , ' , ' • : • < ' • • ',.-••-; : . : . - . ; i ^ .
. Trinity will be on the
road for the next four games.
Starting Wednesday, October 6,
the Bantams will travel to
Springfield to take on Western
New England College.
After WNEC, Trinity will
travel to W.PI., Clark, and Tufts
before returning home on Octo-
ber 21, to play host to the War-





'The final match score
was 8-1, but the Bantams gave
Williams a run for their mone
[1
couraging,but her mind is now
on this week's practices and
nextThursday's match at 3:00
against UHartford and
Saturday's match against
Vassar at 1:00. Both are at
Trinity. "I thought that the
match was a learning experi-
ence. Wehadsomeclosescores
but they were just that nuich
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Anita Shin '94, co-captain of the
women's tennis team, plays the number
one position on the team's singles ladder
as well as the number one position on the
doubles ladder with sophomore Anne
Chick. She not only has a great love and
enthusiasm for tennis, but also for team
spirit and supportiveness.
She has been a varsity player for
Trinity all four years. The competition
has always been challenging, especially
during the New England Championships
held in late October. "Wemeetalotmore
competitive teams." It is here where
r. Trinity faces nonscheduled opponents
such as Bowdoin and Bates. During the
regular season the Bantams most diffi-
cult challenges are against Williams and
Amherst who are both consistently
strong.
Shin came to Trinity as an experi-
enced, skilled player. As a high school
student in Cleveland, OH, she competed
in United States Tennis Association tour-
naments in her region. She was also a
member of her tennis team at Lakeridge
Academy. But in addition, she partici-
pated on the field hockey and basketball
teams as well as in track and field. "I
loved the team sports the best," she re-
flected.
As a senior, the importance of team
unity has carried over from her high
school days. As captain, she tries to be
supportive and helpful. Her freshman
year, there were only two freshman play-
ing, she and her co-captain Kristen
Schoolhammer '94. She was playing
number o tie on the ladder. The seniors at
the lime were very supportive. "As cap-
tain, I want to be there for the freshmen.
KELLY COLUS
Senior co-captain Anita Shin
patible and are improving with each
match they play. Shin has been focusing
on not only being a good leader, but also
on finishing her collegiate career suc-
cessfully. "I want to end my tennis ca-
reer on a good note." This includes hav-
ing a winning record and winning the
New Englands, "whether it is realistic or
not."
Although she has made a selfless
commitment of supportiveness to the
team^Shin. is also very dedicated to her
ows Tier ream sportsman-
"I.i(wo//ilt>/v lo\ c
doubles. Again, it goes back to the team
thing. It is so great to have someone out
there with you." She is partners with
she had three labs per ivPtK' Tnis ef-
Ivi IVLI her li'nrus, s/ic dnl nol Jo ds n't'JI
as she stri ved for. However, she was not
willing to sacrifice her athletics. She
explained that her social life was put on
• i - - i - - . ' • , i , >• j .
successfully with hr: tennis and academ-
ics. Even now, she may stay after prac-
tice with other team members and prac-
tice hitting or work on conditioning.
She is a psychology major who plans
to go to dental school. Originally she was
planning to attend medical school but
realized she would not be happy with
the overwhelming challenge of this spe-
cific profession. Dental school was sug-
gested to her and she found it appealing.
She hopes to be a orthodontist or a
!?.̂ l!dp#6i*®S#mfiS*. With her special tal-
ehrofhe1ping-nndrs].ipportir!gothers,she
lias, no doubt, tliosrn the light pnlh.
Her experience at Trinity has been a
very good one. She has made a lot of
friendships, especially through the ten-
Defense Makes Mark
continuedfrom page 20
corps. Andre Btirrell, their deep threat,
was injured last week and is out for the
season, His replacement was Mark
Colella, a transfer student from the Air
Force Academy who is a converted
quarterback. Brian Callahan '95, Jeff
Owens '94, Mudry, and Greg "Tex"
Schrairun '95, forcedSuUivan into com-
pieHn™ oily 41°'f> of hi° [i?««.
.\fier the Kill Iru' kinLsnv; .1"
t i v ^ - uJiiis.- mil jii'-i . i^ hn i i i ' f j . Vii-i
luLcir. ', WiMici-ns to j>-> t l i i iv- . i i i i l -u i i t
in t n e r ii•--•! si.-rit.'s. j u n i o r R-i.k P o i ' l e
n ! <• p a s * nl tlii1 Wil lhim-i f:-
liiv find returned ii In the U\v>,
Kirln then preceded k> dive in Irom
unc; wild on' fur <J l-S-0 lead.
Williams e.une ba«k eailv in iho
fourth quai trr Mark kos&ick rambled
34-yardsott the loft tackle and into end
/one. But tin1 Bantams didn't crumble.
On Lhe-ir next possession, Trinity
marched the ball 80 yard? on 8 pla)S
by a Milulski to Broilerick
touchdown pass. The1 Bantam iitfcii-
a]\rc line, which was untested ia week
l,hel J strong, and Pulldown the Purplo
ow's rush Mikulski cnnimcntod.
"The line played well, 1 had plen.ly of
to look for the open nveivrrt-.''
John Uuf><in '% and Tiger Reardon '06
placed exceptionally well in thoir fust
real .iclion on the: field " I hfoJlor.sivc
linn is a difficult position to learn, lhe-5e
guy.iv.Mtnein,leained \hcs\strmmone
vc.ir, .HHI did a great job lor the le»nn."






the day sealed Ihe cott'm tor Wi'Jionis
W i t h P..1H li'li in i h i ' ,",jiiii.', UiL' i-'ph;,
looked like they were gi>ing lo t.core,
bufMy^ry/caTO? 'TPl? ̂  back of ihe
end-yjone. and picked1 off ihe pass over
ffi^Scflaiaie.'-W wdShiB second inYercejp--
IIIM'. i . f i lu- . if l i ' i i i i . i in " \ \ h ( ' i i ; l \ e r l l n . - n i
was a hit !hat needed to be made, IM >
player that needed to be covered, IYH
Mudry was there/' Kirby noted. ' The
f n Hie game for us."
Wines asid Llqiwra « 2S7 -White t^traet » 9BS-2321




























$ 7 . 9 9 + taxcStdeposit
Piel's Bar Bottles






































































































































































































Fum: No. - Lost
Pen: No. - Yds
Punts - Yards
Ave. Per Punt
Punt Ret: No. -Yds
Kick Ret: No.-Yds
Int. Ret: No. - Yds









































































































































































































































































































Senior Football Tri-captain Eric Mudry is this
weeks Athlete of the Week. As a cornerback out
of Naugatuck, CT, Mudry helped anchor a de-
fensive secondary that held Williams to a 45%
completion percentage. He had 7 tackles, 2 bat-
ted balls and 2 interceptions. His final intercep-
tion with 2:00 remaining in the game, sealed the
victory for the Bantams. Mudry was also voted
NESCAC Defensive Player of the Week.
* Come Down To Th^ View for Lunch or Dinner
View Specials...
Monday: Elm City Night
Tuesday: $3.50 Pitcher Night
| Thursday: 50 cent well drinks 'til
11PM.
TRIPOD SPORTS
Eric Mudry selected NESCAC Defensive Player of the Week
Bantams Rated #1 After 21-7 Victory Over Williams
BY JON MOSKOWITZ AND
KEVIN KAVANAGH
Sports Writers
The grass appeared greener
than usual, the paint looked
fresher, the hot dogs tasted bet-
ter, even the national anthem,
sung by the Trinitones, sounded
sweeter. I looked around; some-
thing was different. The fans
were packing the stadium—
7,200 Bantam faithful trampled
'Neath the Elms.' They came to
witness one of the grea test ri va 1-
ries in Division III athletics—
the Bantams were taking on Wil-
liams College. In the last five
years, every game between these
two teams has been decided in
thefinal three minutes; this years
game was no exception.
Trinity College improved
their record to 2-0 with a win.
The Bantams were led by junior
quarterback Steve Mikulski,
who completed 18 of 36 passes
for 177 yards and one touch-
down, and by Eric Mudry who
had seven tackles, two pass
breakups, and two intercep-
tions.
The Bantams got on the
board with 3:52. left in the first
quarter, when split end Tom
McDavitt '95 took a reverse into
the endzone from three yards
out. He also added the PAT to
give Trinity a 7-0 lead. McDavitt
led the team inreceptions on the
day with seven for 82 yards, and
also returned six punts for 36
yards.
Both teams started out
slowly and it appeared that the
player's nerves were affecting
them. "We were very nervous
during the week, the Williams
game was all we could think
about," explained Mikulski.
"But,whenthewhistleblew,we
were ready to play."
In the second quarter the
Bantams dominated both sides
of the ball, but were still unable
to score. At the start of the sec-
ond quarter, Mudry intercepted
a pass at the Williams 19-yard
line and returned it inside the
10. Four plays later, Williams
stuffed Sean Kirby '95 on a fake
field goal attempt.
Trinity's missed another
scoring opportunity with seven
minutes left in the half, when
McDavitt missed a 24-yard field
goal wide right. It was a 10 play
drive that had started back on
the Trinity 41-yard line.
Trinity was blessed with
goodfieldpositionallday. They
also forced Williams into long
drives, as the strong kicking
from Greg Broderick '95, and
the excellent pursuit of Kirby
helped keep the ball constantly
pinned inside the Williams 20-
yard line.
Trinity'sstrong defensive
effort shut down the Ephmen
offense. David Sullivan, a se-
nior quarterback out of W.
Hampstead, NY, never got on
track. The secondary had excel-
lent man-to-man coverage all
game long, and most of his at-
tempted passes were over
thrown. Sullivan was hampered
by a key injury to his receiving
please turn to page 18
Jmuoi l « m McDautt tjocs head o\ei Inn, Is as hi- si ores the lust touchdown of (lie da\.
Men's Soccer Has Week




And Improves On Saturday
Frustration could be the
only word to describe how the
Trinity men's soccer team felt
after a winless week. Even
though the Bantams lost both
their games, the intensity and
the physical style of play they
showed will only make them
better in the future.
However, the week's games
Were characterized by many
missed scoring opportunities
and defensive lapses which ulti-
mately diove the nail in the
Bantam's coffin
After a disappointing loss
last Saturday at M.I.T, the Ban-
tams entered the new week with
a new approach to winning
games. Instead of going through
the motions and finally scoring
late in the game, the Bantams
believed that they had to force
the issue and try to put teams
away early.
On Wednesday, the Ban-
tams played host to the defend-
ing EC AC Champions, the Cam-
els of Connecticut College, Conn
College came to Hartford with a
Paulo Rodriquez '94 fights for possession of the ball.
NIJAY MINI:
3-1 record and were led In then
co-captains Peter Sp«*ai anJ
Nhato Mokonane. In the end ll
was the efforts of the^i. tvui =e-
niors who helped deft ii tbehnsl
Bantams as the Camels headed
back to New London ^ ltli a ^ i>
victory.
The Bantams, eailj in I he
game, looked like their piopli-
ecy of being aggressivt. ind S-LW-
ing first was to be uali/i'd
Patrick Bruno, i junior
midfielder returning alter a
thigh injury, nearlj SLOICJ a
goal, but his header ofl n uvnec
kick missed high.
Sophomore 'forward Girg
Cartin's hustle also provided the
Bantams with a sconnt; oppoi-
tunity when he gained position
in front of the net, bul missed a
header off a crossing pa-s liom
Tim Yates '94, also nlumini;
from an injury.
Both teams played al a re-
lentless pace in the Insl half,
with the defenses dominating
Freshman Marc Salafia vv hr> is
regularly a midfieldei, pl.nc-J
consistent defense <it the
sweeper position along \\ ith se
nior captains Stan Stnlai7 and
Armin Afsar-Keshmin in the
backfield positions.
However, just before the
first half ended, Conn's
Mokonane was in the right place
at the right time. After Trinity
goalkeeper P.J. Louis '96 de-
flected a Conn shot, Mokonane,
standing about fifteen feet,in
front of trie net, recovered the




A. new course lecord tor
Trinity'.-* men's distance iiin-
mng vds set b\ the outstand-
ing freshman performance last
Saturday in the 26th annual
Men's t od fish Bowl»n Boston,
MA The new hWunan class
of runners will grcallv I tnprove
Tnmly's crostrcounlry team
this year
While Trinity s running
program has not won many
accolades en er the past years,
the recent hiring of coach
Cforge Suitor has lead to
Trinity's unprovement in Hie
5>port, Through Suitor's in-
creased recruitment, ihe school
has landed one of it's best run-
ning, freshman classes to dale
Coach Suitor is ambitious
for the coming years, "1 don't
want Trinity to be at the door-
mat anymore Within a few
years we aregoingtostart shak-
ing things up within the league
and making the other schools
take us seriously." With the
Trinity men's flead List finish
in the NtSCAC's, the team only
has room ly improve
There bj\o Ken
changes on the \\ omen's side
.\s well, a team winch has been
strong m the M.SCAL ior the
last tew vears Hie team lost
most ot its punch to the senior
»Kiss ot last \ ear, but the Loam
is having a good«easi>n, being
led by top runner \lt\>s Colby
'95, Colby has show ed MgnTh-
canl imprcnement since her
start as a freshman
In this List Sif urday «. race
lop runner C olby put in a sec-
ond place finish in a patk of
well o\ er 1001 unnt-rs Round-
ing the last comer of the ra<*e
with 200 meters to go, she
picked off the number three
runner and finished onlv four
seconds behind Hie 19 09 time
of race winner Michelle Sever-
ance from Colby College The
rest of the somewhat small
women's team or sit runners
finished the three mile rours«»
at evenly spat ed intervals Jill
Ilomano '97,MerndilhMmerd
'96, Amy Marcotte '96, Ashley
Hanunarth '97, and I aura
Parnum '95 lOunded out the
I nruty entries, finishing inthat
order When the results were
jAeatt turn to page 16
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